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Board of Trustees 
votes to subm it 
1996 budget
M S U  receives three new 
campus police officers
by JeffZarriU o
The M SU Board of T ru st­
ees voted yesterday to subm it 
the school’s $41.89 million fis­
cal year 1996 budget to the state 
legislature for approval.
According to Vice President 
of Adm inistration and Finance 
Tom  Auch, M SU is asking for a 
“six-percent increase in appro­
priations above last year.” Last 
year MSU received $39.52 m il­
lion of its $63 million plus b u d ­
get from the state. This year 
the un iversity  is asking for 
$41,897,000,” said Auch.
If the state  denies the re­
quest, students can expect their 
tuition to increase “anywhere 
from 4-percent to double dig­
its,” said M SU President Irvin 
Reid. However, Reid said he 
was “encouraged” aftera m eet­
ing with C huck Haytaian, a rep ­
re se n ta tiv e  from  G overno r 
W hitm an’s restructuring of the 
sta te ’s higher education pro­
gram. A small tuition increase.
probably less than 5-percent, 
will occur regardless of the 
budget’s outcom e, said Auch.
“An increase in funds will 
allow us (M SU) to do things 
w e’ve not been able to do in the 
past,” said Auch. “VVe could 
improve our cam pus facilities, 
such as putting  an elevator in 
Life Hall,” Auch added.
Another reason for request­
ing more money, Auch said, was 
“because graduate education is 
so e x p e n s iv e .” H e added , 
“Hopefully the state legislature 
will consider providing more 
money because M SU has one 
of the top graduate programs in 
the state.”
According to Auch, the pro­
posed budget will “probably 
not” be approved. “New Jer­
sey, as a whole, appropriates 
$15 billion to fund its state in­
stitutions but the  state is in such 
financial trouble that it is $2
continued on page 5
LSAT GMAT G RE
Small Classes. Big Stores. 
Guaranteed,
Call today for info 
about local classes:
800/876-3107
THE
The Princeton Review
by Brian Staples
Today is the first day on the 
job for three new police officers 
at MSU. They are on the sched­
ule only one day after graduat­
ing from the Bergen County 
Police Academy.
“T h e  academy is one of the 
best in the country,” said Sgt. 
Paul Cell of the cam pus police. 
T h e  officers will join the exist­
ing officers, bringing the total 
num ber to 13.
T h e  graduation cerem ony 
w asheldatFairleigh Dickenson 
University. 500 people were 
present at the graduation in­
cluding several mayors, police 
chiefs, and the Bergen County 
Prosecutor. Of the class of 105, 
91 completed th e ir  training. 
T h e  training lasts 19 1/2 weeks.
“T h e  training is rigorous,” 
said Cell. “T hey  are as well 
trained as any o ther police of­
ficer.”
T h e  training includes all as­
pects of police work. T h e  offic­
ers are trained in 
m o to r veh icle  
laws, N ew  Jer­
sey  c rim ina l 
law s, a rres t 
search and sei­
z u re , cu ltu ra l 
d iversity , fire­
arms, and each 
is a c e rtif ie d  
E m e r g e n c y  
M edical T ech ­
n ic ian . T h ey  
also endure ex­
tensive self de­
fense and physi­
calconditioning 
programs.
The
nam es of the of­
ficers are Juan Rivera, T im o th y  
W ebster, and Miranda H erm er. 
Each of the officers was d istin ­
guished in some way at the cer­
em ony.
Rivera was g iven the 
M eritorious Award. T h is  is a 
very high high honor, explained 
Cell. O nly one cadet receives 
this award out of a whole class. 
T h e  award is given to the  cadet 
who is voted by his classm ates 
and staff as a true leader and 
good exam ple.
H e rm e r and Rivera w ere 
both recognized fo rhelp ingout 
in a real police situation while 
they w ere still in training. T h e y  
helped  out the victims o f a car 
accident until police could ar­
rive.
Finally, W ebster was given a 
certificate for being an expert 
in firearms.
Sgt Cell said, w hile  the 
th ree extra officers will be a 
great help, they are not the  to­
tal solution. T he  crim e rate at 
M ontclair State U niversity is 
the second highest of the  state 
schools, bu tourC am pus Police
is not eq u ip p e d  to correctly 
handle the  situation. T he prob­
lem does not lie in the ability of 
our officers. Cam pus Police at 
M ontclair have the knowledge 
and experience  to handle any 
problems tha t may arise here. 
“T here  is no function of police 
work we c a n ’t do,” said Cell, 
"but in no way does the addi­
tion of th ree  officers serve as an 
alternative tocarryingfirearms."
Cell m entioned  specific in­
stances th a t could have been 
averted if the  campus police 
were arm ed.
A stabbing  that occured dur­
ing a fight at a party could have 
been p reven ted  if the police had 
firearms to overpower the threat 
of the knife. Another instance 
involved a student pistol whip- 
p inganotherstudent. W hen the 
Campus Police arrived at the 
scene, they  would have been 
helpless if the  man began shoot­
ing. T h e y  have even pursued 
gun totingcriminals without firc- 
arms of thejr pwn.___________
continued on page 5
AOE
Congratulations to all 
the new sisters.
We love you!
Corrections
In the Nov. 17 article on p. 3 en titled  “ D elta Kappa Psi found guilty by jury 
o f ‘conduct unbecom ing the G reek com m unity ,’ G reek Council President 
M ike Costa was m isquoted. T he q u o te  should have read, “...have yourself 
a witchhunt. 1 d id n ’t do shit."
T h e  “Food Focus” article on the D ec. 8 issue was w ritten  by Paula Dikon. 
H er name was left out by mistake.
M O N  I C L A R IO N
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SGA Legislators trek 
to Rutgers to speak 
about financial policies
Basketball game ends 
early as fans get unruly
by Sheila Patnode
T hree  M SU students spoke in front 
of the Com m ission of H igher Educa­
tion W ednesday, Dec. 7 to provide tes­
timony for the  allocation o f funds for the 
upcoming school year.
Emily Ortiz, SGA Legislator and Vice 
President o f LASO, is one o f the  speak­
ers who provided the comm ission with 
her personal experiences in getting 
loans.
“By the  tim e I graduate, I will owe 
almost $20,000 in student loans,” Ortiz 
said, “because my grades k ep t m e from 
qualifying for the Educational O ppor­
tunity F u n d  (E O F).”
Ironically, her grades w ere not too 
low, they  w ere too high.
As a sen io r at Memorial H igh School 
in West N ew  York, Ortiz applied for 
EOF and received it based on her finan­
cial need. T h e  grant was soon revoked 
when it was discovered tha t she had 
high grades.
In order to qualify for E O F , students 
must show th a t they are financially and 
educationally deprived. A lthough Ortiz 
came from a high school w here students 
are typically recognized as education­
ally deprived, she achieved in spite of 
the odds and her high grades disquali­
fied her for the grant. Still wanting to 
a ttend  college, she took out loans to 
cover the cost of her education.
'The financial aid office has discour­
age her from applying to be declared as 
an independen t because she is only 21. 
T h e  office told her that students gener­
ally have to be 24 before their applica­
tion will be approved. O rtiz’s mother 
has m oved back to Puerto  Rico to take 
care o f her mother and O rtiz works part 
tim e to cover all her expenses.
Ortiz, a recreation and leisure studies 
major, would like to one day open her 
own business. Her dream  will have to 
be delayed as she works to pay off her 
loans.
“I wanted to make the commission 
aware that the parents o f minority stu­
den ts have an especially hard time af- 
ford ingcollegefortheirch ildren ,” Ortiz 
said. “ If  they don’t get grants, minori­
ties w on’t be able to afford college and 
w on’t be able to get an education. I
continued on page 5
by Joan Petrocelli
For the first tim e in 25 years, a 
Redhawks basketball game was cur­
tailed after, w hat was deem ed, a “hos­
tile situation,” by officials, arose at the 
Dec. 7 home gam e against Jersey City 
State College. T h e  game was stopped 
with 49 seconds left on the clock after 
Jersey City State College fans threw  
cans of soda on the court and exces­
sively screamed obscenities at MSU 
players and officials said Assistant D i­
rector of Ath­
letic Informa­
tio n  M ike 
Scala.
“ ( J e r s e y  
C ity  S ta te )
Fans of the 
g a m e  
thought that 
they weren’t 
g e tt in g  fair 
o f f i c i a t i n g  
c a l l s ,“ said 
Scala.
After each 
call by officials, the debris, which also 
included toilet paper, was thrown on 
the court and the crowd began scream ­
ing obscenitites. After the cans were 
thrown and the fans and athletic m em ­
bers got wet in the first half of the game, 
an announcem ent was made that any­
one violating the “sports spectators code 
o f conduct,” which is printed in every 
gam e’s program, would be ejected.
How ever, M SU  C am pus Police , 
which provides security at basketball 
games, did not take action until the  last 
49 seconds of the game.
“I don’t know why they w e re n ’t 
thrown out,” said Scala, “Security was 
alerted by m em bers of the athletic staff.”
Sergeant Paul Cell of MSU C am pus 
Police said that the  one officer that was 
hired to serve as security to the game 
that night was not alerted until the end
of the game.
“It may have been an assum ption of 
athletics that we knew w hen we d idn ’t,” 
said Cell, “If a person is disorderly or if 
asked, we would assist.”
Cell added that as soon as the officer 
on duty  felt the crowd becam e unruly, 
he called for back-up and other campus 
police officers arrived to assist.
T h e  Jersey City S tate Athletics D e­
partm ent acknowledged that they were
aware of the 
e v e n t b u t 
had no com ­
ment.
“ M S U  
and Je rsey  
C ity  S ta te  
are two ri­
vals and it is 
a very physi­
cal gam e 
w h en  you 
put them  to- 
g e t h e r , ” 
said Scala, 
“But, I ’ve never been in a situation like 
that before.”
A source from the MSU Athletic 
D epartm ent said that a janitor armed 
him self w ith a bat as the  situation wors­
ened.
Scala said that the “spectators code 
of conduct,” which was devised by the 
NCAA, should be followed at all games 
and the assistance of security is needed 
at tim es to enforce it.
“W e d o n ’t know  w hat the exact 
“spectators code of conduct” is, “only 
the crim inal code of conduct,” said Cell. 
“I have no knowledge o f athletics filing 
any type o f com plaint against our officer 
working the game for failure to do his 
job.”
Since the incident, security was in­
creased to two cam pus police officers 
for fu tu re  basketball games.
A janitor armed himself 
with a baseball bat as 
the situation worsened, 
said an M SU  Athletic 
Department source.
A romance that was from the beginning,
doomed...
A nd destined...
g o o d . /
THOUGHT SO, TOO. 
KNOW
ANY SPANISH?
michael geena
KEATON DAVIS
to last forever.
SPEECHLESS
A new rom antic com edy from M GM .
Opens December 16
at theatres everywhere.
METROCOLDW^N-MAYER m s m  i  FORGE w i  h i m  RON I'NDERVtOOD i u  
MICHAEL kEATON GEENA DAVIS "SPEECHLESS"
BONNIE BEDELLA ERNIE HLDSON M I L S  M I N  SMITH & M D M  m  CHRISTOPHER R E U  
SURCSHAMW . . M k A N E  .HARRTCOLO® “  ROBERTRING 
RENM HARUN m G E M O A V IS  ' .  RONl'SDEHOOD
EBS « • ><fi
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SGA passes Residence 
Life resolution
by Brian Staples
O ne of the well known facts to many 
M SU students is that problem s often 
arise because of their housing contracts. 
S tuden ts  are given only 24 hours notice 
until they  are evicted from their place of 
residence after breaking certain rules in 
their housing contract. T h is  and other 
housing concerns were brought up dur­
ing the  last SGA m eeting  of the semes­
ter.
T h e  idea for a new  residence life 
contract was one of the  m ore relevant 
topics brought up at the m eeting. Many 
ideas were suggested to change the ex­
isting contract. T he cu rren t set of rules 
is u nder scrutiny because o f its general 
disregard for the studen t. In this “year 
o f th e  student,"  it was th e  consensus of 
the en tire  SGA that this deserves atten­
tion. T h e  bill passed unanim ously.
T h e re  are many provisions that the 
legislators found problem atic. First, stu­
den ts  are only given 24 hours notice if 
they  are to be evicted from their room, 
but if they want to leave voluntarily 
they  m ust allow at least two weeks no­
tice. A notherproblem  is th a tifa s tu d en t 
decides to move off cam pus after the 
First five weeks, they only get back 48 
percen t of their money. If  they decide
later than that, they lose all their money. 
T h e  lack of concern for students’ pri­
vacy was also dicussed. T his is shown 
by the way work orders arc handled. 
U nder the current contract, a repairman 
can come at any tim e after the work 
order is put in.
T h e  final m eeting was roughly five 
hours long. The ex tended  length was a 
result of an ongoing argum ent between 
som e members of the SGA and the 
M O N T C L A R IO N . T h e  President 
expressed his dismay along with other 
SGA members about problem s of bick­
ering at this m eeting and others earlier 
this year.
SG A  T re a su re r  R ick  L e to  and 
M ONTCLARION  Investigative News 
Coordinator George Calle continued an 
ongoing argument abou t L e to ’s alleged 
use of SGA funds for a trip to Pine 
G rove versus the M O NTCLARIO N’s 
suggested  misuses o f advertisem ent 
funds collected. W hile it is hard to 
determ ine the truth about L eto ’s accu­
sations, the Advertising Director of the 
M ONTCLARION  Kevin Schwobel in­
vited  anyone to look at his records, as­
suring they were in order.
Calle likened the  P ine Grove trip to 
th e  Pentagon Papers, and spoke about
NEWMAN, the Catholic Campus Ministry, takes great joy in 
wishing you GRACE AND PEACE this Christmas Season. We remind 
you that the inclusive holiday spirit embraces the Christ 
Child and does not ignore Him. JESUS, the reason for
the Season!
(A Cla ss  III of the SGA)
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On Sunday, Dec. 4, the Newman Catholic Campus Ministry celebrated the Baptism and  
Confirmation of nine students. Pictured after the Mass ate, fron t row: Cindy Bauman, 
An marie Narozny Christy Brogley, Kim Czeczuga; middle rots': Frank Kosuda, Kevin 
Cinquemani, Efraiti Rene, Raul Guzman; top row: Father Art Humphrey, Bishop Dominic 
Marconi, Tom Spinto.
the  role of the M ONTCLARIO N  to fol­
low up on stories like this that are of 
concern to students. L eto  maintained 
tha t the problem with the advertising 
existed at the M O NTCLARIO N  and 
that it was very im portant.
T here  was also b rie f discussion about 
proposed tuition hikes. T h e  hikes may 
com e as a result o f  a two billion dollar 
deficit that needs to be solved. T h e  
hike could be as low as three percent, 
bu t it all depends upon the state. If they 
d o n ’t provide the extra five to six per­
cen t that has been requested , tuition 
hikes may be higher.
Other SGA News
Several other bills were passed d u r­
ing the meeting. T h e  College Bowl 
C lub  was sponsored by the SGA for 
their upcoming tournam ent at the U ni­
versity of Pennsylvania. MSU is one of 
30 schools in the tournam ent. MSU was 
invited back after last year when they 
fared well, losing by only a small margin 
to the University o f  Pennsylvania. D ur­
ing the vote, a debate  occured over the 
funds being given since the event was 
not an on campus affair. Also, there was 
a question concerning why non-char- 
tered organizations can apparently get 
funding easier. T h e  vote went up at 
least three times before the final deci­
sion was made.
Amnesty International was issued a 
Class Two charter. T h e  organization is 
known worldwide for its battle for h u ­
m an rights. T he ir goal is the release o f 
people that are restrained for their b e ­
liefs. They a ttended  the New Jersey 
S tate Conference o f Amnesty, and par­
tic ip a te d  in a p ro je c t  co n cern in g  
ch ildren’s human rights. T he  project 
involves a letter to be sent to president 
C linton from local grade schools. T h ey  
also write over 100 letters a week con­
cerning the wrongful torture and deaths 
around the world.
T he  Jewish S tu d e n t Union received 
a Class Three charter. T h e  organization 
provides social and religious develop­
m en t for MSU stu d en ts , offers lectures 
such as their rec e n t presentation of 
Schindler's L is t, followed by a panel of 
speakers that included  survivors of the 
holocaust, and is involved with national 
conferences relevant to the Jewish com ­
m unity.
Delta Sigma T h e ta  w as given a Class 
Four charter. W ith only four active 
m em bers on cam pus, the organization 
has been able to achieve a lot. Some of 
their interests include Project H om e­
less and working w ith  children infected 
w ith AIDS.
CARIBSO, the C aribbean Student 
Organization, w as granted a Class T hree 
charter as well. T h e ir  goals are to pro­
m ote C aribbean cu ltu re  on campus. ( 
T h e y  achieve this through various edu- j 
cational and social events.
Zcta Phi Beta was given a Class Four 
charter. They are concerned with issues 
such as self defense, breast cancer, un­
protected sex, and A ID S awareness.
Finally, there w'ere four resignations 
at the meeting. Rich Adams, Direetorof 
W elfare and In te rn a l Affairs, M ike 
Lam pe, Director o f Academic Affairs, 
Greyson Hannigan, Director of Resi­
dence Life, and G eorge Calle, Legisla­
tor.
Football picks 
p. 29
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billion short of that am ount,” said Auch. 
He added , “We might no t even get 
what we got last year.”
Auch said having “university  status” 
does not guarantee money from the state. 
It only helps in fund-raising, he said.
In o ther m eeting news:
Dr. L ee  Wilcox, vice president of 
S tuden t D evelopm ent and Cam pus 
Life, said, in a report to the Board, 
enrollm ent has declined at the  univer­
sity in the  past few years. Wilcox said
this could be “related to demographics 
and our (MSU) own reasons for not 
adm itting more part-tim e students.” He 
added, “This helps with the student/ 
teacher ratio, allowingfor smaller classes 
and more learning.” Wilcox also said, 
“T h is  downward trend in admissions is 
happening at all state institutions.” 
Reid has put Wilcox in charge of 
developingways to build the university’s 
enrollm ent back up. Wilcox said his first 
plan is to increase the freshman class 
n e x t fall by tak in g  advan tag e  o f 
M ontclair’s “university” status.
T he Board approved a policy con­
cerning the rights of people with dis­
abilities. T h e  policy will require all pro­
grams and activities conducted by MSU 
be accessible to the disabled. Vice- 
C h a irm an  o f  th e  Board W illiam  
Wimberly, called the policy “ long over­
due.”
T he  board also publicly encouraged 
the faculty and administration to de­
velop a limited num berofdoctoral level 
programs with hopes the first proposal 
be subm itted for Board approval before 
the end of the current academ ic year.
SGA continued from p. 3
have the  grades and the  desire but not 
the m oney.”
O rtiz said the com m ission was “a t­
ten tiv e ” and “alert” during  the testim o­
nies and that there were two voting 
s tuden ts  representatives on the com­
m ission. T h e  testim onies from the 
m eeting, which was held at Douglas 
College in New Brunswick, will be sent 
in transcript form to G overnor W hitman.
POLICE continued from p. 2
O ur C am pus Police are equipped to 
handle any situation except those in­
volving guns. “Our job  is to protect and 
we can ’t,” said Cell. “ I ju st want to be 
able to do what I’ve been  hired to do.”
Re-schedualing 
of winter classes 
confuses students
by Christina Mathison
T h is  w eek’s change of class sched­
ules, m aking T uesday  Dec. 12 a T hurs­
day, is a direct result o f the “student 
voice,” said Provost and Vice President 
for Academ ic Affair Dr. Richard Lynde.
T h e  U n iv e rs ity  S e n a te  reco m ­
m ended  that the academ ic schedule be 
balanced at 15 w eeks per sem ester, 
m aking the spring term  end almost two 
w eeks early.
T h e  Spring 1995 sem ester will be 
com plete on May 16.
L ynde said that because New’Jersey 
A dm inistration Code requires a certain 
num ber of class sessions per semester, 
T u e sd a y ’s class schedule was changed 
to T h u rsd ay ’s as a result of'Thanksgiv­
ing break.
A lthough Lynde sen t a m em o on 
Sept. 16 notifying all faculty of the 
change, m any students w ere unaware of 
it.
O ne studen t, a sophom ore, said that 
he was “a little annoyed” that the change 
w asn’t publicized to the  studen t body 
and was “very surprised” to find him­
self sitting  in the wrong class Tuesday 
afternoon.
L ynde said, “T h is  is the first semes­
ter tha t the program has been imple­
m en ted ,” and that “a change such as 
this one will happen alm ost every se­
m ester.”
H e forewarned that T hursday, May 
4 ,1995 will actually use M onday’s class 
schedule.
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The Administrative Affairs Council
of
The University Senate
i) t
Announces a campus hearing on:
FIREARMS FOR CAMPUS POLICE
Wednesday, January 18,1995 
Student Center — Ballroom C 
10 a.m. -  12 p.m.
2 p.m. - 4  p.m.
5 p.m. - 7  p.m.
Refreshments will be served.
Should campus police be allowed to carry firearms?
Where do you stand?
Come share your ideas and voice your opinion.
(Oral statements limited to five minutes. Written statements accepted.)
1 ' r»-
The Administrative Affairs Council of the University Senate is gathering information 
regarding this serious issue in order to formulate a recommendation to the Board of 
Trustees that would reflect the sentiments of the University community.
For more information, please contact Dr. Jerry Midgette, Chair of the Administrative 
Affairs Council at 201-655-4123.
M O N T IC I A R I  O N
Thursday, December 15, 1994
STUDENT
CONCERNS
W hat was life?
The Year o f the Student is half 
over and what do we have to show for 
it? It was our first full semester with 
our University status, but did it really 
change the way you, the student, look 
at the school?
In the middle of your stress filled 
finals, what do you remember about 
this semester? Speaking for the stu­
dent body as a whole, the Confeder­
ate flag flap comes to mind. Like it or 
not, we received more media cover­
age out of this incident than we got for 
receivng university status.
Was this issue dealt with in a way 
that was beneficial to the student? 
That question can be debated, but 
what’s done is done. Did this crisis 
draw the students of MSU any closer 
together? No, I don’t think so.
O f course on the positive side, 
phone registration is coming to our 
humble halls in time for spring regis­
tration. Some students are worried 
about using it because it seem s so 
“technical.” T h e  bottom line is that 
now you can be annoyed about regis­
tration from the comfort of your own 
home. It can’t be worse than standing 
in the leaky hallways of the student 
center.
Party life turned its focus back to 
campus as the Ratt attempted to re­
gain its former image of being ‘th e ’ 
place to be. N ot a bad effort by SGA 
and certainly a necessary one since we 
don’t have a fraternity row to socialize 
around.
Painting rocks was a major issue as 
well. Once again, it seems we spent a 
lot of time worrying about something 
that has yet to materialize. I guess 
that’s a part of life too.
With the im pending holiday sea­
son, we should all smile at one total 
strangerand m ake the world a brighter 
place to be. I guess.
Was life good this semester? Is the 
glass half em pty or half full? Did you 
learn, work and have fun in whatever 
order your priorities may be? Is what 
was life nearly as important as what 
will life be?
These are just a few of the ques­
tions you can ask your teachers right 
before your final. It might inspire 
your professor enough to give you an 
’A’. Hey, we’re here to help.
SP
Glass I Winter wrap-up
by Michael Roessner
T his final week of this semester has been highlighted by many Class One 
organizations finishing off the semester strong. On December 13 Players held 
another successful Cabaret Night. T he  crowd that attended was entertained by 
homegrown students on the MSU campus. T he audience was treated to comedic 
skits, singing, instrumental selections, and dancing. Each Cabaret night is an 
excellent event because of the low cost to put it on, and because regular students 
perform-the audience becomes more energized.
T he  Conservation Club was busy this week with their end of the semester events. 
T hey had a lecture on Tuesday which was well attended.The Conservation Club 
also had a van outside the Student Center that day to disseminate information on 
environmental issues.
Last night, Montclair State was invited to feel the hysteria with Latinissimo, the 
Latin American Student Organization’s dance troupe. The two-act show featured 
Spanish, French, and American pop music, poetry and song. T he  dancers, led by 
Sandra Garcia, were Kim Ellis, Maria DeSousa, Bernice Duran, Ximenita Gonzalez, 
Tonya Rodriguez, Odalys “O D I” Serrand, Mary Terrero, Leyda Torres, Eglinde 
Vertil and Pedro Zapata. T he featured acts were Oye Mi Canto (Gloria Estefan), 
Freak O ut (a medley), Zouk (Joceline & Jacob), If (Janet Jackson), Sexy ( Flash), 
Bomba ( Los Planeros), T he  Sacrifice (India), and Inner Struggle (Depeche Mode), 
with poems by Gary Lawson, Agnes Perez and Ariaby Gonzalez. T he choreography, 
make-up, lighting, and set decoration shows the professionalism of the troupe, 
performing for the first time following two successful shows for the Caribbean 
Students Organization and EOF students. Latinisi/no highlighted the myriad of 
talents with which our family at Montclair is blessed.
With the conclusion of those events, this semester is over. We have had a plethora 
of activities to satisfy even the most finicky people. A full blown concert run bv Class 
One Concerts, plus consistent smaller bands, were all enjoyed by the students. T he 
Conservation Club had a great semester with their activities ranging from Earthcare 
to various lectures throughout the semester. CLUB, is are alive, I tell you. From the 
lectures, to the College Bowl Tournam ent, to the five trips that were held, to 
Homecoming, to the W inter Ball, CLUB had a great semester indeed. LASO's 
semester was highlighted by Latin M onth and all the great activities that made up 
this event. OS ALP s sem ester was highlighted by the Harvest Ball and Kwanzaa: two 
extremely successful activities. Plovers started the semester off on the right foot with 
Psycho Beach Party, a big success for that organization. T h e  three Cabaret nights 
that Plovers held were all well attended and are sure to be on the schedule for next 
year. Four Wall’s semester was highlighted by the Poetry readings, a great project 
for that organization. S /L C 's semester was highlighted by all the fantastic intramural 
programs that they ran. WMSC has been around all sem ester providing Northern 
New Jersey’s Best New Music at 101.5 FM. La Compono has been hard at work to 
ensure that all deadlines are met for next year’s Yearbook, with great coverage of all 
that MSU has to offer. T h e  Drop ¡»-Center has been providing great service at 
Montclair State University. The Monte lotion has been a staple on the diet of the 
students every Thursday.
Next semester is coming fast and furious. If you’re interested in becoming a part 
of any organization, now is the time. If you join now you will be able to get in on the 
ground floornext semester. T hen when you read a review like this, you will be able 
to look back at all the help, time and effort that you put into your organization and 
feel great. Have a happy holiday season, and get ready for when you come back: the 
programming on campus will not slow down.
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CAMPUS CALENDAR
TONIGHT FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY
A R T  FORUM LEC TU RE: 
3:00 p .m . “An Analysis o f  th e  
T ran scen d en ta l to th e  Political 
in C o n tem p o ra ry  B lack A rt” by 
artist a n d  curator D onald  O dita , 
C alcia A uditorium , F re e , Call 
P a t I ,ay at 7295.
8:00 p .m . Public T e le sc o p e  
N ig h t O u ts id e  o f R ichardson  
H all, w ea th e r p e rm ittin g .
MONDAY
9:00 p .m . Brian Ju d e  a n d  Jill 
K napp  h o s t from the  “C e llu la r
10:00 a.m. Last C h a n c e  
C h ris tm as  Bazaar, sposored  by 
A uxiliary Services, item s inc lude  
jew elry, w atches, toys, c lo th ing  
an d  m ore, S tu d en t C e n te r  
Ballrooms
6:00 p .m . Final ed itio n  o f 
"B ackground Noise" w ith  DJ 
N ik  A llen  and guest s id ek ick  
N o re en  R y a n o n W M S C , 101.5 
FM .
TUESDAY
6:00 p .m . D J Kathy D illon  spins 
N o rth e rn  N ew  Jersey ’s B est 
N e w  M usic  on W M SC , 101.5 
FM .
N o th in g  sch ed u led , so
F IN IS H  T H O S E  F IN A L S !
WEDNESDAY
See
you
next
year!
Happy
Holidays!
11:00 a.m . M ass:
"B" B uild ing , 
Faculty  L o u n g e .
6:30 p.m . M ass: N ew m an  
C en te r.
N E X T  W EEK
Winter
Break
No
Classes
till
January!
AKT & EAO: Sponsoring 
D oc’s on Tuesdays through 
Winter Break
OXB: End of Sem ester 
Christm as Party at H oulihan’s 
in W eehawken on D ecem ber 
22.
AHA: Would like to wish 
H appy I lolidays to the G reek 
Community and all of 
Montclair State.
MXY: Sponsoring “ Boy 
T oyz” Night at T he  Edge, 
248 Mulberry Street, Newark.
TKE: Sponsoring the Verona Inn on 
T uesdays and Thursdays.
TOB: Selling Telephone 
Registration Advice in the S tudent 
Center, 25 cents.
T<t>B: Christmas Mixer with 
themselves.
0K X  & TKE: Sponsoring Bam 
Barn’s on Wednesday Nights.
0K X : Collecting toys for their 
annual Holiday Toy Drive, collection 
boxes are located in the S tudent 
Center, Blanton Hall and College Hall.
Senate: Party 4 Girls on D ecem ber 
16, not before 11:00 p.m. 636 
Lackawanna Avenue. »Greeks
--Clubs
--Events
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MONTCLAIR 
STATE
UNIVERSITY 
ALUMNI 
ASSOCIATION
The M ontclair U niversity  A lum ni A ssoc ia tion  is 
extending it’s deadlines for subm ission  of app lica­
tions for Alumni Scholarships to Friday J a n u a ry  27, 
1995.
T hat will be the  final date to apply for A lum ni 
Scholarship, Alumni Service Award, and  Carpe Diem 
Scholarship.
A pplication requirem ents vary for each aw ard, p lease 
check carefully before subm itting .
A pplications are available in the  Alumni H ouse, 34 
Normal Ave., and  these following locations: EOF, 
Financial Aid, SGA, Dean of S tuden ts, Academic 
Advising, PASS.
R T  f l T U  R  R  f f ^ R  O C T
congratulates the 
following graduating Seniors
Cathy Bagner Jennifer Terry Jorge Castro Shakeenah
Deidre Qehan David Tillery Kay Chan Lawrence
Evan Qoldfarb Vanessa Wigfall Jan Chau Noe Perez
Angela Kirsh The Alpha Rafeal Qarcia Deidre Reid
Susan Tarpey Upsilon Class Yoc as ta Qarcia Jeannette Roman
1 TRUE BLUE AWARD ■ Danny Santos
Angela Kirsh
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Pathways T o The F uture
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A co-op writer’s experience goes to the presses
by Kristy Capo bianco
“Write about your Co-op experience 
th is  past s u m m e r ,” said R eesa  
Greenwald, my Co-op advisor and coor­
dinator of the Co-op services here at 
MSU. “Who wants to read about my 
personal experiences?” I said. Well, any­
way - here goes.
This summer I had a part-time co-op 
position as a staff-writer at a magazine 
called American Foreclosures & Auc­
tion Magazine. American what? T h a t 
was exactly what I said when I first w ent 
on the interview. But then I learned that 
this magazine was a trade publication 
which listed all foreclosed properties in 
New York and N ew  Jersey. And, more 
importantly was in need of a new writer.
And you would like me to write about 
what? Was my second question. W hat 
did I, a Speech Communication Major 
with a Journalism minor, know about 
foreclosed properties, loans, banks, m ort­
gages, real estate and failed savings and
loans? Well, let me tell you learn and learn 
quickly was what I did! I did have some 
previous writing experience, thanks to 
the Montclarion and a weekly newspaper 
1 had worked for prior to this position. So 
the writing part I was able to manage. But 
the subject matter? T hat was a lot more 
kthan I had bargained for! At 
first, I felt overwhelmed
think I was ready
handle
th is posi- t i o n
But then I was rcadytfw/qualificd to
handle the position. T hen I realized that 
it was sink or swim and that I had taken 
this position through the co-op office to 
learn and gain experience in my field. 
(And the comfort of a whole co-op office
being only a phone call away should 1 
really need help was a plus!).
The learningexperience I had planned 
on was to improve my writing skills. But, 
what I did learn proved to be invaluable. 
Along with a sharp-eyed editor at 
this magazi nc ton i ng my 
g r a m m a r
catch­
ing my 
s p e l l i n g  
mistakes, and 
h e lp in g  me to 
improve the quality 
of my writing, I learned 
how to research, work indepen­
dently, pitch articles, and actually experi­
ence what it was like to be a magazine 
staff-writer! One particular article that I 
wrote pertained to auctions. Luckily for 
me, I was able to get out of the office, and 
1 got to travel and several parts of New 
Jersey, N ew  York, and Philadelphia (all­
expenses paid) to attend related func­
tions. I also learned a very important 
lesson, which was to open my eyes to a 
variety of things. I accepted this posi­
tion to get some articles in print. What I 
also learned was that real estate is such 
an interesting market, with a lot to write 
about and a lot to learn about. In such a 
short time I learned an amazingamount. 
Real estate was not a field I had ever 
considered. I also have several clips to 
demonstrate my new found knowledge 
which will hopefully assist me in land­
ing future positions.
Fresh out of college I would never 
have been able to land such a position 
on my own, with such a limited experi­
ence. But the co-op office helped me to 
find the experience of a lifetime! T he  
only advice 1 can give to my fellow 
students is that they aren’t kidding when 
they tell you how impressive something 
like this is on a resume! Take the time 
and sign up with the co-op office. A little 
experience goes a long way!
Question
The
Knowledge
COLUM BIA P I C Ï H S  m i s  
a N E W  DEAL production 
A RtM BY JO H N  S I M  
“HIGHER LEARN IN G ”
starring JE N N IFE R  CONNELLY ICE CUBE 
OMAR EPPS M IC H A E L RAPAPORI 
K R IS TY  SW ANSON 
ani L A U R E N C E  FISHBURNE 
“ S T A N L E Y  CLARKE 
“ “ D W IG H Í ALONZO W ILLIA M S  
™ T J 0 H N  SIN BLETON  anü PAUL HALL 
“ JO H N  SINGLETON
IsnuiioiiiACK i w i n c  S1MWDH1AXI ‘U s » ® ! '
It » ¡  « » t- ™  •  I COLUMBIAfVl
pjjuyjmsLiJ
At T h eatres Soon
The writers and 
editors of LIFE wish 
you and yours a 
happy and healthy 
holiday season.
Santa says, 
"Write for UF6!
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For Italian cuisine, E&V is the place to be
a., ____  '  Aby Greg MacSweeney
Reservations are not accepted at E&V 
Italian Restaurant in Paterson but the 
average wait is well worth the time for the 
cuisine is affordable and most impor­
tantly delectable.
T h e  small 15 table restaurant in Pater­
son makes up for its lack of atmosphere 
by providinga full Italian menu at reason­
able prices.
A dinner for two with an appetizer, 
salad, entree and a bottle of house wine 
will run about $30 to $40.
T h e  service is especially swift and 
pleasant, although they are not overbear­
ing during the course of the meal. T h e  
waiter or waitress will not come up to the 
table during the meal and ask the ever 
annoyingejuestion, “IsevcrythingO.K.?” 
Instead they will stand by the kitchen 
door while you are eating and will only
interrupt your meal if they see that something is wrong 
or if you call them to the table.
Although every table can be considered near the 
kitchen and the decor is obviously early 1980’s, the food 
makes up for the sometimes unpleasant surroundings. 
The management has apparently decided to put more 
time and effort into preparing the meals and concentrat­
ing on great service rather than spend the tim e to 
upgrade the atmosphere.
Some may argue that the atmosphere adds to the 
meal. T rue, but the decor is not all that distasteful (fake 
wood paneling)especially when the food and the service 
takes the diner’s mind off of their surroundings. T h e  
candlelight atmosphere adds to the surroundings as only 
candlelight can.
Especially delicious is the veal Parmesan which costs 
$10.95. T h e  portion, as with all the entrees, is more than 
adequate and many require a “doggy bag.” T h e  veal 
cooked to perfection along with the hearty sauce makes 
the perfect Italian dinner. Also along with every entree 
comes a salad and choice of a side dish.
Equally appetizing is the Fctuccini in pink sauc 
The plate is more than enough for one person but or 
may end up  eating the entire entree because of i 
outstanding taste.
While the meal may be the m ain course, thcappetizt 
to the appetizer is exceptionally delicious. E&V bake 
theirown bread. No, not Italian bread butsmall loaves 
brown bread with a crunchy crust which are served preti 
soon after they arc taken out o f the oven. D on’t fi 
yourself with the bread, however, because the best it y< 
to come.
Reservations arc not accepted at E&V for obviot 
reasons. Restaurant goers would be booking tables f< 
days in advance. As it is now, betw een six and eigl 
o’clock, a 45 m inute to an hour wait is not uncommor
For a romantic evening, or even  an evening with t± 
family, E& V serves as an affordable alternate to th 
Bennigan’s or T G I Friday’s that serve almost identic
menus.
W ith o u t  Y ou, j*) is  DEADl
The Life sect ion  will be without an 
e d ito r  (or an assistant, for that 
matter) unless YOU come down to the 
MONTCLARION o ff ice  and save it! 
An interest  in campus a c t iv it ie s  and 
student concerns is necessary* Some  
com puter experience  would be n ice ,  
but it's not a requirement*
Don't let LIFE die! Come down to the 
o ff ic e  and talk to Dave or Heather, or
call X5252* It's up to you!
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Season's Greetings!
The Couch 
Potato Update
by George Olschewski
T h is  sem ester, in short, has sucked 
hairy horse eggs. I d o n ’t mean on te le ­
vision, although th ere  are some real 
stinkers on the air lately.
N o, I mean really. M y anatomy pro­
fessor had to go to th e  hospital for tests 
(considering he suffered  a stroke last 
sem ester and w asn’t even  expected to 
live, m uch less teach), I lost a potential 
father-in-law  a w eek  before a crucial 
exam , two friends o f m ine had som eone 
close to them  die and two other friends 
o f m ine are going through severe p e r­
sonal problems.
C om e to think o f it, the holidays are 
a bum m ed-out tim e for a lot of people. 
P eop le  in my profession (em ergency 
m edicine) are especially  hit hard. Ju st 
w atch  the 911 show s on television. 
E M T s see people at their worst. So do 
E R staffs, firefighters and cops. Suicide 
rates arc highest in urban EMS and 
police work. Everyone is supposed to 
be happy for the holidays, right? C hest­
nuts roasting on an open fire, sleigh 
bells ringing and warm , fuzzy thoughts 
to all and to all a good night.
T h e  person feeling like shit doesn’t 
need  to hear that, as I recently found 
out the  hard way.
If  someone is depressed , for w hat­
ever reason, let them  know som eone 
cares, that there are people who are 
w ith them  and will stand  beside them  
through this rough tim e. T hose familiar 
w ith the poem “F o o tp rin ts” might get 
a little  inspiration to help carry their 
friends and loved ones through. Is reli­
gion enough?
No. How can you explain to som e­
one who has lost faith to keep  it, when 
they have no reason (that they  see) to 
keep it? T h a t has to be a personal issue, 
not the be all, end all. Som etim es, all 
you can give is moral support, a shoul­
der to cry on, an ear to listen to them. 
Maybe even a hug or five.
What brought all this on? I w on’t lie 
and say life’s been great this past month. 
It hasn’t. I was thinking just how my 
life and those close to me have been 
through the m eat grinder.
I was th ink ing  about my EM S job, 
how every tim e I try to be tter myself, 
there are even more obstacles in my 
way. I was channel surfing and m en­
tally preparing to do som ething stupid, 
like drive my car off the Palisades and 
into the H udson, when I got caught up 
in one of those T N T  Classic Movies.
You guessed it— I t ’s A W onderful Life. 
Hell, if Jim m y Stewart can see the  light 
at the end of the tunnel, I sure can.
Since then , life’s been a little bit 
brighter for m e. W e’re all recovering 
from various hurts— me and those I ’ve 
m entioned. I have friends that are still 
in need of help and if they read this, 
they all know I ’m available alm ost 24-7. 
If  they need help , I will do anything in 
my power to be there for them .
Yes, Virginia, there is a Santa Claus. 
He gave m e m y life back.
I hope I can be one of his elves and 
help others ge t back their life.
I t’s a w onderful life. See you next 
semester.
Coming up...
The M oniclarion w ill provide free listings o f your A& E events i f  you drop a note
o ff by Friday a t noon.
Thursday, December 15
A R T FO RU M  L E C T U R E  —  “An Analysis of the T ranscendental to the 
Political in C ontem porary  Black Art” by artist and curator Donald O dita. 3- 
5 p.m., Calcia A uditorium . Free. Call Pay Lay at 655-7925.
Monday, Feb. 13
FILM  — T h e  M ontclair Christian Fellowship p resen ts Slacker, a film by 
th e  makers of D azed and Confused, as part of its free film series. It random ly 
follows a selection o f m em bers o f so-called G eneration-X . It will be shown 
in room 178, N ew  H um anities and Social Science Building at 7 p.m . A 
discussion after the  film will be led by Rev. Dr. Robert Price of the M ontclair 
P rotestant Foundation.
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The Fashion 
Boutique
by Deanna Mazza
T h e  holidays are almost here and 
I ’m sure you’re all looking forward to 
family get-togethers, romantic dinners, 
office parties or formais. T his season’s 
formal wear is geared to accom m odate a 
wide range of preferences.
T h e  hot sellers in evening w ear this 
w in te r  are rom pers, T adash i lycra 
dresses, short slip dresses and rh ine­
stone-studded suits, accordingtoCheryl 
B ullock, m anager o f C aché at the  
W illowbrook Mall. Gold, ivory, red and 
of course the old standby, black, seem  
to be dom inating sales. Caché offers 
“capelets” during the holiday season. 
T h is  unique invention is similar to a 
shawl but is entirely beaded with black 
and gold accents.
T h e  Gap (also at the W illowbrook 
Mall) seem s to cham pion both silver
and black this season. A sim ple silver 
knit, short sleeved A-line dress is pre­
sented that could be worn just about 
anyw here. Also grayish-silver velvet 
button down shirts and spaghetti strap 
A-line dresses are defin ite  possibilities. 
T he ensem ble  that caught my eye is a 
panne velvet button-dow n dress. It is 
smartly paired with a black velvet body 
suit and leggings. T h is  is a sensible 
outfit prim arily because the three sepa­
rate pieces could be worn both during 
and after the holidays. Therefore, you’re 
getting  m ore for your m oney.
Banana Republic (at Willowbrook) 
has surprisingly com bined two fabrics 
this season. A black cropped button 
down sw eater is accented with beaded 
velvet to create a w inningcom bination. 
T he  black suits, spaghetti-strapped slip 
dresses and short sleeved A-li ne dresses 
offered look plain on the  hanger but 
make a refined statem ent.
So sticking to red, gold, silver and 
black is your best bet this season. There 
are m any great styles out there  to choose 
from. Ju st rem em ber, it’s always better 
to be  o v e rd re s se d  t ha n  to be 
underdressed in any situation.
Dumb
happens.
This Cbrismass. Cjjsmas. W in te r
©MCMXCIV New Line Productions, Inc. All Rights Reserved
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th e  M ôntddr’iôri/Dècember* 15, 1994
Sessions
Montclair State Students: Avoid delay! Pick up your Summer 
Sessions Catalog during late March. No Application for Admission 
Is required for MSU students.
Registration opportunities available to Montclair State students and Visiting Students from other regionally 
accredited colleges and universities:
First opportunity to register by telephone for all sessions APRIL 3*21
Montclair State University (MSU) students will receive priority during this period. Visiting students from 
other colleges and universities who have had their permission form or letter from their school indicating good 
academic standing and eligibility to take course work at another institution OR the Visiting Student Permission 
form from the MSU '95 Summer Sessions catalog processed by MSU Admissions will have the opportunity to 
register toward the end of this period, after the priority registration period for Montclair Slate students. Specific 
details will appear in the '95 Summer Sessions catalog.
Additional opportunities to register by telephone for all sessions beginning late May
There will be additional opportunities for all students to register by telephone during Summer Sessions as 
long as the registration is done prior to the beginning date of the course. Specific details will appear in the 
'95 Summer Sessions catalog.
VISITING STUDENTS DO NOT file an Application for Admission to Montclair State University, but DO 
need their permission form or letter from their school indicating good academic standing and eligibility to take 
course work at another institution OR the Visiting Student Permission form from the Montclair State University 
'95 Summer Sessions catalog processed by MSU Admissions in order to register.
Students accepted by a regionally accredited college or university, other than Montclair State, to begin 
their studies in the 1995 fall semester are considered Visiting Students. Follow Visiting Student 
registration procedures. Use admission letter to the school attending in the fall semester to be processed by 
Montclair State University Admissions for summer registration.
This preliminary listing of courses and programs is for general information purposes only, and is subject to 
minor changes. Complete Registration, Schedule and Visiting Student information appears in the 1995 Summer 
Sessions catalog, which is needed to complete registration. The catalog will be available in late March.
A student may take one 3 semester hour course during the Three-Week Pre-Session; a total of 9 semester 
hours during any combination of the Six-Week Session, Eight-Week Session, and Ten-Week Saturday 
Session; and one 3 semester hour course during the Three-Week Post-Session.
Ü  TUITION AND FEES*
(From Summer 1994 for your guidance; 1995 Summer Sessions tuition and fees will be established by 
the University Board of Trustees at a public meeting late in the spring semester)
Undergraduate: $ 87.50 per credit New Jersey residents, $ 125.50 per credit non-residents of New Jersey 
Graduate: $161.50 per credit New Jersey residents, $200.50 per credit non-residents of New Jersey 
•Tuition and fees are subject to change at any time by action of the Montclair State University Board of 
Tmstees.
Key to abbreviation of days** M-Monday T-Tuesday W -W ednesday R-Thursday
F-Friday S-Saturday U-Sunday
The Office of Summer Sessions is located in College Hall, Room 215, telephone (201) 655-4352. 
Montclair State University is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Institution
U N D E R G R A D U A T E  C O U R S E S
THft£E.WEBK PfHMtlSttON
Most courses meet during the day 
M on.-Thurs., May 30-June 15 
General time frames:
8 -1 1 :25 a.m ., 9 a.m .-12:25 p.m . 
(exceptions noted) 
Anthropology (201)655-4119
A N TH  200 Urban Anthropology..............................3
A N TH  302 Native Latin Am ericans.........................3
Biology (201)6554397
BIOL 100 Biological S c ie n ce s............................... 4
(meets 5/30-6/22,9 a.m .-1:50 p.m .)
BIO L 107 Biology for Survival.................................3
BIO L 380 G enetics....................................................3
(meets 5/30-6/29,9 a.m. -1  50 p.m .) 
Broadcasting, Speech Communication,
Dance and Theatre (201)6554217
S TB D  150 Audio Production ...................................3
Classics (201) 6554419
G N H U  210 Genl Humanities I -  to 1 4 0 0 .................3
G N H U  285 M ythology.................................................3
Counseling, Human Development and Educational 
Leadership (201)655-5175
C O U N  450 Intro-Alcohol/Drug C o u n s .................. 3
(meets 6 p.m. - 9:25 p.m .)
Curriculum and Teaching (201)655-5187
C U R R  200 Initial Field Experience......................... 1
(meets 12 noon-3p.m.)
Earth and Environmental Studies 
(201)6554448
G E O S  157 Understanding W e a th e r.....................3
Economics and Finance (201) 655-5255
E C O N  102 Prin of Economics: M ic ro .....................3
English (201) 6554249
E N G L  250 S p  Topc:lm ages of W o m e n ............. 3
E N G L  250 S p  Topc:Am er Dram a on F ilm .........3
E N G L  250 S p  Topc:Am er W om en P o e ts ............3
(meets 12 noon-3:25p.m.)
E N G L  493 Sem :R . Wright & C o n tm p ................... 3
E N G L  493 Sem : Arthur M iller..................................3
E N G L  494 Sem : Shakespeare on F i lm ..............3
E N L T  250 S p  Topic:lntematl Short S to ry ..........3
(meets 1:00 p .m .4 :2 5  p.m .)
EN W R  491 Sem : Autobiog & Family H is t ...........3
Fine Arts (201) 6557295
A R G N  100 Intro to the Visual A r t s ..........................3
A R G N  100 Intro to the Visual A r t s ..........................3
(meets 59 :2 5  p.m.)
ARM S 105 Art in West Civ.Anc & M e d ............L 3
A R P T  210 Vis Arts Wksp/Photo D o c ................... 4
(meets 5/31-7/12, M,W, 10a.m .-5p.m .)
Health Professions, Physical Education,' Recreation, & 
Leisure Studies (201) 6555253
H LTH  213 Perspectives on D r u g s ..................... 3
(meets 5-8:25 p.m.)
H LTH  290 Hum an Sexuality.....................................3
H LTH  307 Study of Human D is e a se s ................ 3
P E G N  200 Beginning Sw im m ing............................. 1
(meets 8-10:20 a.m .)
P E G N  258 Beginning Te n n is ....................................1
(meets 8-10:20 a.m.or 10:30 a.m.-12:50 p.m.)
P E G N  278 Y o g a ...........................................................1
(meets 10:30 am . -12:50 p.m.)
P EM J 110 A q u a tics .................................................... 1
(meets 10:30 a.m. -12:50 p.m .)
P EM J 150 Prin/Prac Emergncy C a r e ................... 3
P EM J 492 Sel Tope: Tch  Gym nast K -1 2 .............3
(meets 5:30p.m .8:55 p.m .)
P E R L  228 Rec/Hospitality Spec P o p u la .............. 3
History (201) 6555261
H IS T 103 Found. Western C i v .............................. 3
H IS T  105 E m e rgn Eu r Civ 1 5 0 5 1 9 1 4 ............... 3
H IS T  132 Intro Chinese C iv ..................................... 3
H IS T  215 W om en in American H is to ry ..............3
H IS T  217 Hist of Black A m ericans....................... 3
H om e E c o n o m ic s  (201) 6554171
H E C O  141 Interpersonal Relations.........................3
H E C O  344 Challenge of Aging ............................... 3
H E C O  400 Sr. Seminar Prof of H om e E c .............3
H E C O  448 Family Co unselin g.................................3
H E FM  320 Parenting Skills/Resource................... 3
H E FM  418 Stratg Work W /Parents........................ 3
H EM G  331 Money M anagem ent............................ 3
H EM G  470 Family Management ............................ 3
H E N U  153 Food & People.........................................3
H E N U  182 Nutrition.....................................................3
(meets 5/356/29, T.R , 5 :3 59:1 5p .m .)
H E N U  255 Meal Design & M a n a g e m e n t............ 3
(meets 5/30-6/29,9a.m.-12:25p.m .) 
Information & Decision Sciences (201) 65541269
B S E D  101 Contemporary B u s in e s s ......................3
IN FO  273 Intro to Comput in B u s n ....................... 3
IN FO  371 Mgmt Information S y s te m s ................ 3
M anagem ent (201) 65542 80
M G M T 363 Business and S o cie ty ...........................3
M G M T 433 Entrepreneurshp/lnnovation...............3
Marketing (2 01) 65542 54
M K TG  343 Direct Marketing..................................... 3
M K TG  345 Service & Non-Profit Mktg ..................3
M K TG  350 Pharmac & Health Care M k ...............3
M K TG  499 Current Topics in M k t g ........................3
Mathematics and Computer Science (201) 655-5132
C M P T  107 Computers and S o c ie ty ...................... 2
(meets 51 1:20  a.m.)
C M P T  108 Computers & P rogra m m ing...............3
C M P T  109 Intro Computer Application................3
M A TH  100 Intermediate A lg e b ra ............................3
M A TH  103 Development of Mathematics ...........3
M A TH  109 Statistics................................................... 3
M A TH  112 Precalculus Mathematics.................... 3
M A TH  113 Math Bus UJnear A ig e b r .................... 3
M A TH  114 Math Bus II: Calculus ...........................3
Music (201) 6557212
M U P R  100 Class P iano/N on-M ajor...................3
Philosophy and Religion (201) 6555144
P H IL  100 Intro to P h ilo s o p h y..............................3
P H IL  106 Logic ........................................................ 3
R E L G  100 Religions of the W o r ld ........................3
R E L G  101 Introduction to Fleligion.......................3
Political Science (201) 6554238
P O L S  100 Introduction to Politics......................... 3
P O L S  101 American G o vt & Politics.................3
P O L S  202 International Relations........................3
Psychology (201) 6555201
P S Y C  101 Gen Psych I: Growth & D e v ...............3
P S Y C  102 Women's W o rld s ....................................3
P S Y C  200 Educational P s y c .................................3
(meets 9:15 a.m .-12:40 p.m.)
P S Y C  220 Quantitative M e th o d s .......................... 4
(meets 5/30-6/22, 9:15a.m .-12:35 p.m.)
P S Y C  304 Social P sych ology.................................3
P S Y C  313 Cognition....................................................3
(meets 1 4 :2 5  p.m .)
Sociology (201) 6555263
S O C I 202 Racial & Ethnic R elation.....................3
(meets 6:30-9:55 p.m.) 
Spanlsh/ttalian (201) 6554285
IT A L  101 Italian 1....................................................... 3
S P A N  101 Spanish I .................................................. 3
Urban and Geographic Studies (201) 6555258
E U G S  100 Principles of G e o g ra p h y .....................3
E U G S  102 World G e o g ra p h y..................................3
Women's Studies (201) 6557911
W M S T  102 Women's W o rld s ...................................3
(meets 9 a.m.-12:25 p.m. or 6:30-9:55p.m.)
M B  SlfcWEEK SESSION M R
Most courses meet during the day 
Monday-Thursday, Ju n e  26 - August 3 
General time frames:
7:30-9:05 a.m., 9 :1 5 1 0 :5 0  a.m ., 11a.m.- 
12:35 p.m., 1 2 :4 5 2 :2 0  p.m.
(exceptions noted)
Accounting, Law & Taxation (201) 6554174
A C C T  200 Acctg Non-Business M ajrs................ 3
A C C T  202 Fundamentals of Acctg I I ................... 3
A C C T  403 Tax A ccounting..................................... 3
B S L W  261 Legal Environmt Busn I ......................3
B io lo g y  (201 >6554397
B IO L  100 Biological S c ie n c e s ...............................4
(meets 6/12-7/6, 9 a .m .-1 :5 0  p.m .)
B IO L  330 Animal B e h a v io r....................................3
(meets M ,T,R,5 p.m .-7:30 p.m.) 
B roa dcastin g, Speech Co m m un ica tio n , Dance and 
Th e a tre  (201) 6554217
S T S P  101 Fund Speech:Com m  R eqrnnt........... 3
S T S P  234 Public S p e a k in g ..................................... 3
C la s sic s  (2 01)655 441 9
G N H U  201 Gen Humanities I to 1 4 0 0 ...................3
C o u n s e lin g , H um an D evelopm ent and Educational 
Lead ership  (201) 6555175
C O U N  331 Group D yn a m ic s ....................................3
C O U N  432 Personal V a lu e s ..................................... 3
C u rric u lu m  and Teaching (2 0 1 ) 655-5187
C U R R  400 Teacher, School & S o c ie ty .............. 3
E c o n o m ic s  and Finance (201) 655-5255
E C O N  101 Prin of Econom ics:M acro....................3
E C O N  102 Prin of Eoonom ics:M icro..................... 3
E C O N  301 Money and B a n k in g .............................3
F IN C  321 Fundamentals of F in a n ce ...................3
F IN C  322 Capital Budgting M g m t....................... 3
E n g lis h  (201) 6554249
E N G L  105 Freshman C o m p o sitio n ...................... 3
E N G L  106 Intro to Literature....................................3
E N G L  260 Art of Poetry.......... .T................................3
E N G L  262 Artof F ic tio n ............................................3
E N G L  324 American Poetry to 1 9 4 0 ....................3
E N G L  346 19th Cent Engl Romantic L it ............3
E N L T  176 Wrid Lit:Coming A ge T h e m e ........... 3
E N L T  250 S pTo pc: Lesbian Fiction,
P o e try....................................................3
E N W R  205 Writing: Nonfiction P ro s e ................... 3
F in e  A rts  (201) 6557295
A R G N  100 Intro to the Visual A r t s .........................3
A R G N  215,275,315,340,475 Drawing
II,III,IV ,V,VI.................................each 3
(meets 6 8 :1 5  p.m .)
A R H S  220 Art/Non-Wstm S ocietie s.....................3
(meets M, T ,  R, 8:30-10:45a.m.or11a.m.1:15pm)
A R P T  200 Painting I .................................................. 3
(meets 9 a .m .-1 2:20 p.m.)
A R P T  201,316,317,415,416...........................................
Painting II,III,IV ,V ,V I............... each 3
(meets 9 a .m .-1 1:15 a.m.)
A R P T  210 Visual Arts W ksp/Baskets.................. 1
(meets 7/11-7/15, T -S ,  10 a.m.-3:S0p.m.)
A R P T  210 Vis Arts W ksp:Form s& V essel.........3
(meets M ,T,R, 5 p .m .8 :5 0  p.m .)
F re n c h  (201) 6554283
F R E N  112 Beginning French I I ..............................3
Health Professions, Physical E d u ca tion , 
R ecreation, & Leisure Studies (2 0 1 ) 6555253
H L T H  213 Perspectives on D ru g s ....................... 3
H L T H  290 Human Sexuality................................... 3
H is to ry  (201) 6555261
H IS T  105 Em ergncEur C iv  15 0 0 -1 9 1 4 ............3
H IS T  106 Contmp Eur 1914-P resent.................3
H IS T  110 Intro Amer C i v .........................................3
H IS T  117 Hist of the U S  to 1 8 7 6 ........................ 3
H IS T  118 Hist of U S  Since 1 8 7 6 ........................ 3
H o m e  E c o n o m ic s  (201) 6554171
H E F M  140 Family in S o c ie ty ................................... 3
(meets M ,T,R , 11 a.m .-1 :1 5  p.m .)
H E F M  315 Field Exp: Fam ily Child S e r v ............3
Information and Decision Sciences (201) 6554269
F IN Q  270 Statistics for B u s in e s s ........................ 4
(meets 12 :452 :50  p.m .)
F IN Q  375 Operations A n a ly s is .............................3
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M anagem ent (201) 655-4280
M G M T 311 Mgmt Pnoc & Organ B e h a v ..............3
M G M T 316 Human Resource M gm t.......................3
M G M T 363 Business & S o c ie ty ...............................3
M G M T 439 Business Policy.......................................3
M arketing (201) 655-4254
M K TG  340 Intro to Marketing...................................3
M K TG  341 Consumer B eh a vio r.............................3
M K TG  346 Intro to Intematl B u s n ...........................3
M K TG  347 Export/lmport Mktg P r o c ..................... 3
Mathematics and Computer Science (201) 655-5132
C M P T 107 Computers & Society .......................... 2
(meets 9:15-10:20 a..m .)
C M P T 109 Intro Computer A pplicatn ....................3
M ATH  060 Basic Skills l Math L a b :C o m p .........3
M ATH  061 Basic Skills ll Math Lab: A l g .............3
M ATH  100 Intermediate A lge bra ............................3
M ATH  103 Th e  Development of M a t h ............... 3
M ATH  109 Statistics....................................................3
M ATH  112 Precalculus M athem atics.....................3
M ATH  113 Math Bus I: Linear A lg e b r a ..............3
M ATH  114 Math Bus II: Calculus .......................... 3
M ATH  122 Calculus I ................................................. 4
(meets 11 a.m.-1:05 p.m .)
M ATH  221 Calculus II................................................. 4
(meets 7:30-9:35 a .m .)
M ATH  335 Elements Linear A lg e b r a ....................4
(meets 9:15-11:20 a .m .)
M ATH  340 Probability................................................. 3
Music (2 01) 655-7212
M UG N  100 Introduction to M u s ic .............................3
M UG N  250 Rap/Rock:Cult P h e n o m e n o n ........... 3
M UPR 100 Class Piano/Non M a jo r.........................3
Political S c ie n c e  (201) 655-4236
POLS 101 American Gov't & Politics ................... 3
POLS 201 Comparative Politics..............................3
POLS 324 American Public P o lic y .........................3
P sych ology (201) 655-5201
P S Y C  102 Women's Worlds.....................................3
(meets 9:15-10:50 a.m. or 6 :30-8:05 p.m.)
PS YC 200 Educational P sych ology...................... 3
P S Y C  203 Genl Psyc II: Exper A p p r .....................3
Reading & Educational Media (201) 655-5163
R EAD  400 Found of Reading Instruct .................. 3
R EAD  403 Rdg Matral-Chlldren/Youth.................3
R EAD  407 Reading:Theory & P ro c e s s .................3
R EAD  408 Reading:Content A r e a s ....................... 3
Socio lo gy (201)655-5263
SO CI 101 Crim inology............................................. 3
SOCI 113 Social Problems...................................... 3
SO CI 301 Sociological R esearch..........................4
(meets 11 a.m .- 1:05 p.m.)
Spanlsh/ltalian (201) 655-4285
ITAL 101 Italian 1....................................................... 3
ITAL 102 Italian II ......................................................3
SPAN 101 Spanish I .................................................. 3
SPAN 102 Spanish I I .................................................3
W om en's Stu dies (201) 655-7911
W M S T 102 Women's Worlds.....................................3
Fine Arts (201) 655-7295
A R G N  100 Intro to the Visual A r t s .........................3
(meets M ,T,W , 6/12-8/3)
A R H S  220 Art/Non-Wstm S o c ie tie s .....................3
French (201) 655-1283
F R E N  101 Beginning French I ............................... 3
Home Economics (201) 655-4171
H E F M  445 Inner City F a m ily ....................................3
(meets M,T, 6:30-9:10 p.m .)
H E N U  182 Nutrition.................................................... 3
(meets M,W, 6:30-9:10 p.m .) 
Information and Decision Sciences (201) 655-4269
FIN O  270 Statistics for B u s in e s s .......................4
(meets 8:15-10:20 p.m .)
F IN Q  372 Management S c ie n c e .......................4
(meets 6-8:05 p.m .)
F IN Q  375 Operatons A nalysis.............................. 3
IN FO  273 Intro to Comput in B u s n .......................3
Legal S tu d ie s  (201)655-1152
LSPR  200 Intro to Paralegalism ............................3
(meets T ,R , 6/13-8/3,6:30-9:10 p.m .)
LSPR  220 Civil Litigation...........................................3
(meets M.W, 6/12-8/2,6:30-9:10 p.m.)
LSPR  301 Criminal Law & P ro c e d u re ............... 3
(meets M,W, 6/12-8«, 6:30-9:10 p.m .)
LSPR 399 Sel Tope: Administrative L a w .........3
(meets T ,R , 6/13-8/3,6:30-9:10 p.m .) 
M anagem ent (201)655-4280
M G M T 311 Mgmt Process and O rg  B e h a v ........3
M G M T 316 Human R esourceM gm t...................... 3
M G M T 335 Small Business M a n a g e m e n t.........3
M G M T 439 Business Policy.......................................3
M arketing (2 01) 655-4254
M K TG  340 Intro to M arketing...................................3
M K TG  341 Consumer B eh a vio r............................. 3
M K TG  349 International M arketing........................3
M athem atics and Com puter Science (includes 
P hysics) (201)655-5132
C M P T  107 Computers & S o c ie ty .......................... 2
(meets 8:159:25 p.m .)
C M P T  109 Intro Computer A pplicatn ....................3
M A TH  100 Intermediate A lg e b ra ............................3
M A TH  103 Th e  Development of M a t h ...............3
M A TH  109 Statistics...................................................3
M A TH  112 Precalculus M athem atics....................3
M A TH  113 Math Bus I: Linear A lg e b ra ..............3
M A TH  114 Math Bus II: C a lc u lu s ...........................3
M A TH  116 Calculus A ............................................... 4
(meets 8:1510:25 p.m .)
M A TH  122 Calculus I .................................................4
(meets 5:30-7:40 p.m .)
M A TH  221 Calculus II.................................................4
(meets 5:30-7:40 p.m .)
M A TH  222 Calculus III................................................4
(meets 5:30-7:40 p.m .)
P H Y S  193 College Physics I ...................................4
(meets &12-7/6, M-R, 7:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.)
P H Y S  194 College Physics II ................................. 4
(meets 7/10*3, M-R, 7:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.)
(meets 9:15-10:50 a.m. or 6 :30-8:05 p.m.)
E IG H T-W E E K  SESSIO N
Most courses meet during the evening Mon., Tues.,
and Thurs., June 12 - August 3 
General time frames:
6:30-8:05 p.m., 8:15-9:50 p.m .
(exceptions noted)
A ccounting, L a w  & Taxation (201) 655-4174
A C C T  201 Fund of Accounting I ............................ 3
A C C T  403 Ta x  Accounting....................................... 3
A n th ro p o lo gy (201 ) 655-4119
A N TH  204 Anthro of Religion ..................................3
Biology (2 01) 655-4397
BIOL 100 Biological Sciences............................... 4
(meets T .W , R, 6/12-8/3,5-8 p .m .) 
Broadcasting, Speech Com m unication, D ance and 
Theatre (2 0 1 ) 655-4217
S TS P  101 Fund SpeechCom m  R e q m n t........3
Chem istry a n d  B iochem istry (201) 655-5140
CH EM  107 College Chemistry I ............................... 2
(meets 6/12-7/6, M -R, 9:15-10:50 a.m .)
CH EM  108 College Chemistry I I ..............................2
(meets 7/10-8/3, M -R, 9:15-10:50 a.m .)
CH EM  109 College Qhemistiy Lab  I ....................... 1
(meets 6/12-7/8, M -R~11 a.m.-1:10 p.m .)
CH EM  110 College Chemistry Lab II ...................... 1
(meets 7/10-8/3, M -R, 11a.m.-1:10 p.m .)
CH EM  120 General Chemistry I ..............................4
(meets 6/12-7/6, M -R, 8:30a.m.-2:45p.m.)
CH EM  121 General Chemistry II ......................... 4
(m eets 7/10-8/3.M-R, 8:30a.m.-2:45p.m)
CH EM  230 Organic Chemistry I ..............................3
(meets 6/12-7/6, M-R, 9:1511:45 a.m. or 1 -3:30 p.m.)
CH EM  231 Organic Chemistry I I ..............................3
(meets 7/10-8/3, M-R, 9:15-11:45 am. or 1-3:30 p.m.)
CH EM  232 Exper Organic C h e m  I ........................ 2
(meets 6/12-7/6, M -R, 8 a.m.-12 noon or 12:154:15 p.m.)
CH EM  233 Exper Organic Chem  I I ........................2
(m eets 7/10-8/3, M-R, 8 a .m .-1 2  noon)
Counseling, Human Development and Educational 
Leadership (201) 655-5175
C O U N  454 C om m  Res Alcoh/Subs A b u s .........3
Earth and Environmental Studies (201) 655-4448
G E O S  125 Earth & the Environm en t...................4
(meets 1-4 p.m. or 5 -8  p .m .)
G E O S  162 General O ceanography...................... 3
Economics and Finance (201) 6555255
EC O N  101 Prin of Economics: M a c ro ....................3
EC O N  102 Prin of Economics:Micro..................... 3
English (201) 6554249
ENGL 105 Freshman Com position.......................3
ENGL 106 Intro to Literature.................................... 3
ENGL 238 Afro -American W rite rs ........................3
EN LT 177 Wrid Lit: Voices of Tradition
& Challenge............................................3
EN LT 373 Literary Modernism ...............................3
Philosophy and Religion (201) 655-5144
PHIL 100 Intro to Philosophy............................... 3
Political Science (201) 6554238
P O L S  201 Comparative Politics.............................3
P O LS  430 International L a w ....................................3
Psychology (201) 6555201
P S Y C  101 General Psych I G ro w  & D e v ...........3
P S Y C  200 Educational P s y c .................................. 3
P S Y C  201 Child Psychology..................................3
P S Y C  203 Genl Psyc II: Exper A p p r ................... 3
P S Y C  265 Psychology of W om en ....................... 3
P S Y C  353 Comparat Animal B e h a vio r............. 3
Sociology (201) 6555263
S O C I 101 Crim inology.............................................3
S O C I 220 Soc of Rich & Poor N a tio n s ............3
(meets 7/10-8/3,6:30-9:55p.m .) 
Spanish/ttalian (201) 6554285
ITAL 102 Italian I I ..................................................... 3
S P A N  101 Spanish I ................................................. 3
S P A N  102 Spanish I I ................................................ 3
T E N -W E E K  SESSION, S A T U R D A Y S
June 1 0 - August 12 
General time frames:
8 -1 1 :45 a.m., 9 a.m.-12:45 p.m . 
Accounting, Law and Taxation (201) 6554174
B S LW  261 Legal Environmt Busn I ...................... 3
Broadcasting, Speech Communication, Dance and 
Theatre (201) 6554217
S T S P  101 Fund SpeechCom m  R e q m n t........ 3
S T T H  105 Acting I - Non B .F .A ...............................3
Classics (201) 6554419
G N H U  285 Mythology................................................ 3
English (201) 6554249
E N G L  106 Introduction to Literature.....................3
Health Professions, Physical Education,
Recreation, & Leisure Studies (201) 655-5253
H LTH  101 Personal Health Issues........................3
History (201) 6555261
H IS T 118 Hist of U S  Since 1 8 7 6 .........................3
Mathematics and Computer Science 
(201)655-5132
C M P T  109 Intro Computer A pplicatn ..................3
Political Science (201) 6554238
P O LS  203 International O rganization.................3
Sociology (201) 6555263
S O C I 113 Social Problems....................................3
S O C I 203 Organized Crim e.................................. 3
M ost courses meet during the day 
M on.-Thurs., August 7 -24 
General time frames:
8-11:10 a.m., 9 a .m .-1 2 :1 0 p .m .
__________________ (exceptions noted)__________________
Anthropology (201) 6554119
A N TH  100 Cultural Anthropology....................... 3
Classics (201) 6554419
G N H U  285 Mythology..................................................3
English (201)6554249
E N G L  250 Spc Tpc: Ham/Mac/Othello................3
Fine A rts  (2 01)6 5 5 7 2 9 5
A R G N  100 Intro to the Visual Arts ........................ 3
A R H S  220 Art/Non-Wstm S o c ie tie s ..................... 3
Health Professions, Physical E d u ca tio n ,
Recreation, & Leisure Studies (2 01) 6 5 5 5 2 5 3
P E R L  299 Sel Tope: Challenge E d u c a tn .........3
(meets 58 :10 p.m .)
H istory (201)655 526 1
H IS T  106 Contmp Eur 19 14-P re se nt................. 3
H IS T  114 Early Lat-Amer C i v ................................ 3
Lin guistics  (201) 6554286
L N G N  250 Language of P ro p a g a n d a ...................3
M athem atics and Com puter S cie nce 
(2 01)655 -513 2
C M P T  107 Computers & S o c ie ty ...........................2
(meets 9-11:05 a.m.)
C M P T  108 Computers & P ro g ra m m in g ...............3
C M P T  109 Intro Computer A p p lica tn ....................3
M A T H  100 Intermediate A lg e b ra ............................ 3
M A T H  103 The Development of M a t h ................. 3
M A T H  109 Statistics....................................................3
Political S c ie nce  (201 ) 6554238
P O L S  Introduction to Politics........................................3
P s yc h o lo g y  (201) 6555201
P S Y C  420 Pkgd Computer Prog P s y c h ............1
(meets 8/21-8/24,9 a.m .-12:30 p.m .) 
S o c io lo g y  (201) 6555263
S O C I 204 Sociology of the Fam ily .......................3
most courses meet M onday-Thursday evenings, 
May 31-June 15 
(exceptions noted)
Communication Sciences and Disorders 
(201)6554232
C S & D  586 Education of the H a n d ica p p e d.........3
(meets 4 :157:40 p.m .)
C S & D  595 Med/Phys Bases of Lm g D is a b .........3
(meets 4 :157:40 p.m .)
Counseling, Human Development and Educational
Leadership (201) 6555175
C O U N  450 Intro-Alcohol/Drug C o u n s .................. 3
C O U N  559 Dynamics of G roup P ro c e s ............... 3
Curriculum and Teaching (201) 6555187
C U R R  523 Education in Inner City ........................3
(meets 9 a.m .-12:25 p.m .) 
Educational Foundations (201) 655-5170
E D F D  520 Dev of Educational T h o u g h t.............. 3
(meets 5/31-7/5, M ,T,R, 3 :3 0-6  p.m .)
Fine Arts (201) 6557295
A R P T  515 Vis Arts Wksp/Photo D o c ..................4
(meets 5/31-7/12, M,W, 10 a .m .-5  p.m.) 
Health Professions, Physical Education, Recreation 
& Leisure Studies (201) 6555253
H L T H  530 Health Issues S e m in a r ........................3
P E M J 492 Sel Tope: Tch G y m n a s t:K -1 2 ........... 3
P E M J 552 Sem: Current Probs A th le tic .............3
Psychology (201) 6555201
P S Y C  550 Quant & Statistcl M e th d s ................... 3
(m eets 5/30-6/22,9:15-11:45 a.m .)
SIX-W EEK  S E S S IO N
Most courses meet during the day 
M on.-Thurs., June 26-August 3 
General time frames: 
7:30-9:05 a.m., 9:15-10:50 a.m ., 
11 a.m .-12:35 p.m., 12:45-2:20 p.m . 
(exceptions noted)
Communication Sciences and Disorders 
(201)6554232
C S & D  510 Fid Exper: Early S pe c E d ....................3
(meets off-campus, 8:30 a.m .-1 p.m .)
C S & D  518 Neuromotor Dev Y n g  C h ild .............. 3
C S & D  535 Adv Sem In C o m m  D is o rd e r...........6
(meets M, T ,  W , 8-11:30 a.m., R, 8 a.m .-1 p.m .)
C S & D  586 Educ of H andicapped...........................3
C S & D  590 Prac: Lmg Disabilities...........................3
(m eets 12 noon-5 p.m.)
C S & D  590 Prac: Lmg Disabilities...........................3
(m eets off-campus, M -F , 9 a .m .-2  p.m .)
C S & D  597 Prac/Sem Tcgh H d cp  C h ld n ........... 3
(meets 8:30 a.m.-1 p.m.)
C S & D  597 Prac/Sem Tcgh H d cp  C h ld n ........... 3
(meets off-campus, 8:30 a.m .-1 p .m .) 
Counseling, Human Development and Educational 
Leadership (201) 6555175
C O U N  559 Dynamics of G roup P ro c e s s ........... 3
(m eets M, T , R, 5-7:15 p.m .)
C O U N  654 Supv Fid W rk -C o u nseling .................3
(m eets M .T, R, 5-7:15 p .m .)
C O U N  674 Supv Fid W k-Counslng I I ....................3
(meets M, T , R, 7:30-9:45 p .m .)
E L A D  510 Educational Adm in 1................................3
(meets M, T , R, 7 :3 0 -9 :4 5  p.m .)
E L A D  522 Computers In Edu c A d m in ............... 3
Educational Foundations (201) 6555170
E D F D  520 Dev of Educational T h o u g h t.............3
E L R S  503 Methods of R e s e a rc h ...........................3
Fine Arts (201) 6557295 
A R P T  511,512,605,606,607,608
Graduate Painting l - V I ................. each 3
(meets 9-11:15 a .m .)
A R P T  515 Grad Vis Arts W ksp/Baskets............1
(m eets 7/11-7/15, T -S , 10a.m .-3:50p.m .)
A R P T  515 Vis Art W ksp/Form s& Vessels.........3
(meets M, T , R, 5 -8 :50  p.m .)
Health Professions, Physical Education,
Recreation, & Leisure Studies (201) 655-5253
H L TH  510 Hlth Education W orkshop I ................3
(m eets 6/26-7/20, M ,T,R, 5 -8 :25  p.m .)
P E M J  542 Appld Cardiac R ehabiitn.....................3
(meets M ,T,R, 8 :1 510 :30 p.m .)
P E M J  556 Adv Motor Learn in g..............................3
(meets 6:30-8:10 p.m .)
Home Economics (201) 6554171
H E C O  514 Child in the Fam ily................................. 3
Psychology (201) 6555201
P S Y C  565 Psyc & Ed Soc/Emot Hndcpd Chld.3
Reading & Educational Media (201) 655-5183
M E D I 500 Media Tech/Lm in C u rr ie ...................3
R E A D  600 Wrkshp:Contemp Issues/Rdg........ 3
EIG H T-W EE K  S E S S IO N
M ost courses meet during the evening Mon., Tues., 
and Thurs., June 12-August 3 
General time frames:
6:30-8:05 p.m., 8 :1 5 9 :5 0  p.m.
(exceptions noted)
Counseling, Human Development and Educational
Leadership (201) 6555175
C O U N  454 Com m  Res Alcoh/Sus A b u s ............3
C O U N  562 Social Case W ork 1................................3
C O U N  574 Couns in Indus S e tn g -E A P .............. 3
C O U N  577 Counselg T h e o rie s ................................ 3
C O U N  671 Self-Help Proced C o u n s in g .............3
(meets 6/12-7/6, 5 9 :2 5  p.m.) 
Curriculum and Teaching (201)6555187
C U R R  599 Curr & Soc D ynam  of Sch ................. 3
Economics and Finance (201)6555255
E C O N  501 Economic A n a lys is ................................3
(meets 6/13-8/2, M, W ,6 :3 5 9  p.m.) 
Educational Foundations (201) 655-5170
E L R S  503 Methods of R e s e a rc h ...........................3
E L R S  580 Lming:Process & Measrmnt ..............3
English (201)6554249
E N L T  572 Modem Movements in A rts ...............3
Home Economics (201)6554147
H E C O  540 Intendis Study of F a m ily .......................3
(meets 6/12-7/13,4-6:45 p.m .)
Mathematics and Computer Science (201) 6555132
C M P T  507 Fund-Computer Science Ilf.............. 3
M A T H  503 Math for Com puter Sci I I I ....................3
(meets 8 :1 5 1 0 :2 5  p.m .)
S P EC IA L SU M M ERmtBStBam programs WKKKKm
Archeology Field Experience in New Jersey 
(201)6554119
Business Educators Graduate Workshops 
(201) 6554269
Coaches Athletic Injury Clinic-Cramer 
(201) 655-5253
Continuing Education, Center for 
(201) 6554353
C o m p u te r Application 
English as a Second Language 
E X C E L  (Exploring Curriculum of the English 
L a n g u a g e ) Program
A S S E T -  explore the many facets of Special Events 
and To u ris m  professions 
Enrichm ent for Inquisitive Minds 
P h a rm a cy Technician Program 
Facilities M anager Certificate Program  
Foreign Language Immersion 
International Trade Certificate Program  
Travel/S tudy Tours
Cooperative Education (201) 6554426 
Creative Group Experiences Workshop - 
undergraduate and graduate (201) 655-5175 
Educational Opportunity Fund 
(201)6554385
Environmental Education - New Jersey School of
Conservation (201) 9484646
Externships (by arrangem ent with departments)
Field Experience (by arrangem ent with
departm ents)
Gifted and Talented Youth Summer Day Camp 
(201)6554104/4260
Graduate Research (by arrangem ent with 
departm ents)
Gymnastics-Teaching Gymnastics in the Schools
K-12 (201) 6555253
Health Careers Program (201) 6554415
Hi Ju m p  (201) 655-5116 (University courses for high
achieving high school juniors and seniors)
Independent Study (by arrangem ent with
departm ents
Institute for the Advancement of Philosophy for 
Children (IAPC) (201) 6554277 
Internships (by arrangement with departments) 
Marine Sciences Consortium -  New Jersey 
(201) 6554397/4448 (Field oriented courses, offered 
at S a n d y  H ook or Seaville field stations) 
Photography Visual Arts Workshop-Historical 
Documentation and Interpretation at Sandy Hook 
Gateway National Recreation Area - 
undergraduate and graduate 
(201)6554320
Practicums (by arrangement with departments) 
Selected Topics (by arrangement with departments) 
Study Abroad
Israel. Excavations at Te l H adar and Archaeological
T o u r, (2 0 1 )6 5 5 -4 4 1 9
Israel, Jo rd a n , and Syria: A  S tudy To u r  for
Te a c h e rs , (2 01) 655-4419
Italy, University of Siena, (201) 6 5 5-42 85 or
(2 0 1 )2 2 6 -2 9 8 6
St. C ro ix , U .S . Virgin Islands: T h e  Institute for 
S ervice s  Careers and Tourism , (2 01) 655-7073 
Supervised Business WorkExperience - 
Undergraduate-Distributive Education 
(2 0 1 )6 5 5 4 2 5 4
TheatreFest Professional Equity Theatre In 
residence at MSU (201) 655-5112
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Time to reincarnale 
Residence Life
Residence life at M SU continues to evolve with so m any twists and turns th a t it wouldn’t be 
surprising if Aaron Spelling has secretly been  it’s director during  Fall Sem ester ‘94. W hat do 
we mean? Before you break out the Bobby Sherman Christm as album, read on.
It's 1984 in 1994.
Judging by the agenda o f a SGA m eeting, an outcry is breaking out by the  denizens of MSU 
dormitories, and for good reason. T h e  rules and regulations im posed on studen ts, although 
somewhat familiar ( shades of Registration abound), are tilted  in favor of R esidence Life. For 
ex am ple , a student can be evicted and have no more than 24 hours to high-tail it out. If  a 
resident decides to leave, they must give two weeks notice to take advantage a withdrawal 
program that truly withdrawals- the students money.
It's a  nice place to v is it, but...
Even aside from its controversial contracting strategies, R esidence Life seem s to be bent on 
making a students stay as difficult as possible. Regular com plaints are lack o f  privacy, cleanli­
ness in hallways and lobbies, and of course, w ater and heat tha t is never the right temperature. 
T h e  checking-in desk, for all intents and purposes is necessary, bu t isn’t operated  at the 
standard it should be. M any visitors to dorm s walk right by the  desk as the c lerk  reads or blasts 
Rap music. T hen , when clerks perform their tasks dutifully, it’s done in a m an n er that 
prompts one to definitely think that Big Brother is w atching.Students are sub jec ted  to bag 
checks which are an obvious invasion o f privacy. Although Residence Life claim s it is for our 
safety. L e t’s leave the safety to Campus Police and the com fort to Residence Life.
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Memoirs of a Drunken DriverDear Diary:
July 3,1994: Last night was the worst night of my life. 
I went to a party and was having a terrible time, so what 
did I do? -drink! I was pretty buzzed but it didn’t help 
how I was feeling. When it was finally time to leave I 
thought that I was O.K. to drive. My friend offered to let 
me spend the night but I had to work early the next 
morning so I wanted to drive home.
As I started driving I considered pulling over to rest, 
but I just kept driving. My nightm are began when I 
turned a corner and saw the flashing lights behind me. 
My heart stopped. I pulled to the side of the road and the 
officer informed me that I was swerving. Then he asked 
me if I had been drinking and I told him that I had a few 
drinks a couple of hours ago. W hile I was still in the car 
the officer asked me to say the  alphabet. I thought it 
would be easy but I was very nervous and I couldn’t 
remember w hat came after “G .” T h e n  the officer asked 
me to get out of the car and perform some test of balance, 
none of which I could do.
The next thing I knew I was in the back seat of the 
police car, and the officer was reading me my rights. I was 
being arrested for drunk driving. At the police station I 
was put through another series of tests, but this time I 
was video taped. I was asked a lot of questions and I 
answered all of them while I was waiting to take the 
breathalyzer test. Even though I was scared I was still 
hoping that I would be below the legal limit of. 10. But, 
this was not the case. I was legally drunk with readings 
of. 12, .12., .11. Tw o hours later I was finally released but 
I was terrified because I had to tell my parents.
July 4, 1994: My life is over! How could this be 
happening to me. I am not the kind of person that gets 
arrested for drunk driving. I am an honor student and I 
have won awards for leadership. 1 can’t afford a lawyer, 
fines, surcharges, and what am I going to do with out a 
driver’s license for six months?
I can’t eat, I can’t sleep. I am harely functioning. The 
thought of having another drink disgusts me.
At least my parents did not freak out. But, I can’t help 
feeling that they are very disappointed in me.
July 24, 1994: Well, notoriety has never been one of 
my goals but I have achieved it. 1 have been listed in the 
police blotter. I think 1 will lock myself in my room for a 
couple of weeks. I am scared that I will lose my job.
August 4, 1994: I entered my plea of not guilty 
because my lawyer says that although I will probably get 
convicted it can’t hurt to try.
I have been out to bars only twice since my arrest. 
Both times I had a terrible time because I was afraid to 
drink.
August 5,1994:1 am finally starting to tel I people what 
happened. 1 think it helps me to talk about it. So far my 
friends and family have been very supportive, but if they 
weren’t 1 would understand. I could have killed some­
body, and I will never forgive myself for that.
Sept. 3, 1994: '1'oday I retained a new lawyer. Me 
thinks that I have a case. Unfortunately, 1 spent all of my 
savings on him $3,000 plus $300 for other fees. I truly 
believe that I have learned my lesson so if 1 could get the 
charges dropped it would be wonderful.
Sept. 23, 1994: M y lawyer says that I need to hire an 
expert witness to write a report stating that the officer 
operated the breathalyzer machine incorrectly. This will 
cost me another $200. At least I have a chance of winning 
my case.
Oct. 1 9 ,1 9 9 4 : 1 w ent to court today and was never so 
nervous in my life. I felt so low because I know that I am 
really guilty. However, despite my guilt I was lucky; 
based on the report of the expert witness the case was 
dismissed. I still had to pay $230 in fines and I lost my 
license for 30 days. I never felt so relieved in my life. 
Even though the next 30 days will come and go quickly 
I know that I will never be the same again. I have realized 
that a lot of the bad things that have happened in my life 
have been a direct result of my drunkenness. T his just 
happened to be the last straw. Yes, I am lucky that the 
charges were dismissed, but I am even more fortunate 
that I didn’t have an accident or worse...I could not even 
begin to imagine the horrible feeling of knowing that I 
killed someone.
T h is  is a true story. T h e  four months betw een the 
night I was arrested and the trial were the worst of my life.
Now, I have my driver’s license back, and I have paid 
all of the fines but I still feel very guilty.
I learned that it is often too difficult to determ ine if 
you are sober enough to drive. So, now I don ’t drive even 
if I have only had one drink. I hope that by reading this 
you realize that this can happen to you. Therefore, in this 
holiday season, please d o n ’t drink and drive!
M ichelle Merow'chek
See The Headline Directly To Vour left
I have been a resident of M SU since the fall of 1991. 
Over these past few years 1 have been a witness and 
victim to the many unfairly im posed B.S. rules and 
regulations of the dictators w ho...oops, 1 mean Resi­
dence Life.
For instance, last year my room m ate of Blanton Hall 
was fined for sneaking into his own dorm! For years, 
until recently resident halls have performed constitu­
tionally illegal searches upon residents’ book bags. Like 
students can’t get beer into the dorms anyway, get real. 
Well, the list could go on and on. Recently my girlfriend, 
a resident o f Bohn Hall and her roommate were the 
latest victims of this stupidity.
Over Thanksgiving break they received two fines, 
one isjowmvW understandable and acceptable and that 
is having a hot pot. I don’t understand how boiling hot 
water is going to start a fire, and every student living on 
campus has one anyway so what ever. My problem lies 
in within the $20 fine which Joseph Dimichelle, Bohn 
Hall director admits is “ridiculous.” T hey  received this 
fine for leaving a curtain opened. No, I didn’t say 
window, I said curtain\ Now before I go on I might want
to further explain by saying she lives on the tenth floor 
with a view consisting totally of New York City and it is 
impossible for any other person outside the building to 
look in.
So off we went to Mr. Joseph Dimichelle. We went to 
appeal and question this utterly insane fine. I walked 
into his lavish office with her with the hope that he 
would not walk all over her and be rude as residence life 
is famous for. I right away questioned the validity of such 
a fine. WHAM!! O u t came the political run around, 
“Well, there are reasons forall the fines we g ive...” Blah, 
blah, etc.,etc. So before I needed a shovel to get myself 
out of the office I said, “Well, could I know the reasons?” 
His reply you may ask? T o  keep people from looking in, 
potential thieves I suppose. Well, as I stated earlier the 
only person who could possibly see in, is perhaps an 
astronaut looking through the Hubble telescope or a 
bird, not exactly potential threats! T h e  only thief I see 
is residence life. After 1 stated how dum b this reason is 
he said how curtains could also prevent a “draft from 
coming in the room.” Well first of all if the windows 
which Bohn Hall provides does nor block wind then that
is another story which should be addressed, but I don’t 
th ink  curtains are going to help much there. I explained 
how even if there was a draft who would this draft affect 
since the room was locked for the weekend anyway. I am 
sure who ever gave this fine when the room was checked 
is brave enough to handle a slight breeze which was not 
even there to begin with.
T h a t ended my discussion with Mr. Dimichelle be­
cause by this point I was “kicked out” of his office. He 
m ade it very clear how he d idn’t want to be bothered and 
he knew  damn well that she would be easier to talk down 
to. My girlfriend finished the discussion with Mr. 
Dim ichelle and he gave her the story of how he didn’t 
m ake up the rules, and so on. She left with the old 
a ttitude that most people have towards certain issues, 
apathy. What can we do? We don’t pay thousands of 
dollars to live here to be unfairly scrutinized, harassed 
and fined no m atter how large or small the fine is. I 
strongly urge residents to voice their opinions and fight 
for your very expensive right to live here comfortably.
Pissed off and frustrated,
Jason Alders
Spring 1995 Academic Calendar Revised
The Academic Calendar for the Spring, 1995 semester 
is markedly different than that of previous years. In an 
effort to eliminate misunderstandings, I will describe the 
major changes in this memo.
With the elimination of W inter Session, the Spring 
semester will start one week earlier than in previous years. 
Classes are scheduled to begin on Tuesday, Jan. 17, the 
day after the Martin Luther King holiday.
No classes have been scheduled from Friday evening, 
Feb. 10 through Tuesday evening, Feb. 14. This repre­
sents a m inor change from the pu blished Academic Calen­
dar and reflects the fact that all W eekend College classes, 
F riday night through Sunday, will be canceled as well as all 
Monday and Tuesday classes. W hile identified as a read­
ing period, please make no alternate commitments for 
these days, since they will be used as m ake-up days if we 
are forced to cancel classes during the first month of the 
semester.
TheSpringConvocation Day is scheduled for Wednes­
day, March 29. As you will recall from last Fall, both day 
and evening classes are canceled on Convocation Day.
In order to schedule the requisite num ber of Monday 
class days, Thursday, May 4, has been designated as a 
Monday for instructional purposes. Mon. and Tues., May 
8 and 9, have been designated as reading days. Neither 
classes nor examinations should be scheduled on either of 
these days. T he semester will end at the close of the day 
on Tuesday, May 16, somewhat earlier than in the past.
W hile this may at first seem a bit complex, please be 
assured that there are exactly 15 class days of each 
w eekday and 14 class days of each W eekend College 
“day,” including Friday evening, when the calendar 
described above is im plem ented. T h e  length of the 
W eekend College class period has been adjusted to 
account for the smaller num ber of m eeting days. As 
recom m ended by the University Senate, the calendar 
provides for 14 w eeks of instruction and one week of 
final examinations or alternate instructional activity in 
the 15-week semester. Please contact your dean if you 
have any questions about this calendar.
R.A. Lynde
Vice President of Academic Affairs
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Hairy Haggis in 
the Highlands
Bystander
by Anthony O'Donnell
Just when the workload was getting intolerable my 
housemates decided it was time for a party. T here was 
no avoiding it really. We had to do something with the 
holidays upon us, and we had to mark the departure of an 
old inmate and the arrival of a new one.
T he preparations were impressive. Decorations were 
put up, a half-keg was rolled in, and a wide variety of grub 
was arrayed. Num erous bottles of wine, vodka, punch 
and tonic were placed at the ready and lights and music 
were put on standby. W hen everything seemed to be 
ready, the guests began to pour in. A short, intense 
interval seem ed to follow, then suddenly it was over.
Since I was still wide awake as the last stragglers 
trickled out, I found myself scratching my addled head 
wondering what had become of the time.
T he very beginning had lulled me into unprepared­
ness. Coy and tentative conversations arose in the large 
empty rooms. Hitherto unacquainted friends of friends 
tried to sound each other out and find some common 
ground. An atmosphere of shy cordiality hung in the air 
for a time, then all Hell broke loose.
Some people have the knack offillinga room. I hadn’t 
seen my old friend Greg for three years or so and 
suddenly he was in front of me, blethering like a hyper­
active evangelist. I hadn’t seen much of him since we 
toured Britain with a soccer team, and was surprised to 
learn that he was teaching Italian at Rutgers. He had also 
managed to pick up Spanish along the way and was 
anxious to show his chops.
It seemed that when I finally disengaged myself, the 
house was crammed to the gills and the party was 
cruising along at speed. I did a few laps around the 
premises to pay my respects and then settled down to a, 
shall we say, “spirited” discussion with some members 
of M SU’s Philosophy and Religion Club. We estab­
lished, if nothing else, that persons with highly trained 
minds can be remarkably articulate after having ingested 
considerable quantities of dark beer.
I circulated some more, got involved in other conver­
sations and examined the faces in the crowd. Some were 
exalted, others subdued, some hilarious, some distracted. 
Somebody was annoyed with her boyfriend, someone
was happy to see his work friends, someone else was 
anxious to relate the current gossip. My friend Greg was 
discoursing on the place of the Haggis among mamma­
lian quadrupeds. T hen  I heard someone say “I’ve got to 
go.”
W hat followed m ust have been something like what 
Ross Perot imagined when he spoke of that sucking 
sound. People seem ed to have been vacuumed out of 
the place. Two, four, sixteen, forty...and then there 
were none.
I stood looking at the door scenting the stale smell of 
beer and listening to the last exhausted murmurs of talk. 
W here did it all go; what was left?
T h e  next morning I had to face the remainder of my 
school work. Only two weeks of classes left, I thought. 
Just a little more before I would have to face finals and 
hand in those dreadful papers. H adn’t I just sat for 
midterms? H adn’t I just begun to work in those clubs 
and organizations? Shouldn’t there be another month or 
so to go? I scratched my addled head and wondered what 
had become of the time.
Chiefly 9S P  C 3 , k l  n by Greg MncSweeney ........  ; : JustEnough b y  ñlbanesefídonzoto
In recent weeks the MONTCLARION has come un­
der increasing fire for its coverage of the Confederate 
Flag issue. T he  main antagonist of these accusations is 
the one and only Greek Council President and Slayer of 
the First Am endm ent Michael Anthony Costa.
Costa, Costa, Costa, let’s be serious. First of all, I’m 
only responding to your article because, well, I feel 
FOOLish today. T o  start with, most journalists know 
about the laws about libel and privacy, but even the 
Woodwards and Bersteins can’t rem em ber the small 
print written under each rule. For instance, who’s a 
private figure and who is considered a public figure, who 
must disclose certain documents and who doesn’t have 
to. That is why the Montclarion has a copy of “Sanford’s 
Simplified Guide to Libel and Privacy Laws.” Believe 
me, if anyone wanted to libel someone they would not 
need a book to know how to do it.
Sure we are the “T hree Amigos.” But it is the Edito­
rial Staff that decides what goes into the Main Editorial. 
And yes, the “T hree  Amigos” have the final say about 
what should go into the News, Arts, Sports, Campus 
Life, etc. T h a t’s why we are the Executive Board of the 
newspaper just as you are part of the Executive Board of 
the Greek Council. We make decisions about what 
should go into the paper just like you make decisions on 
who is “unbecoming.” T here  is a little more science to 
what we do. Don’t forget though, “T h e  Three Amigos” 
are not the only act in town. We have Abbot and Costello 
down the hall and the McCarthy Hearings upstairs.
As far as the slanted and unethical reporting that you 
contend the MON7CI ARIONcontams, I thinkyoushould 
learn what reporting is. T h e  Op/Ed section is not report­
ing, it’s editorializing. O f course that’s slanted, it’s sup­
posed to be. If there was no opinion in there it would be
another News section.
As far as the little furry rodent incident is concerned, 
I think that it is very relevant. It is the same style of court 
that impeached you. You called it a witch hunt. T hat is 
precisely what the Greek Council Judicial Court was this 
semester. Somebody had to take the fall for what is going 
on this campus and this time it happened to be Delta 
Kappa Psi. For your information, reporters from T h e  
Bergen Record and the Philadelphia Inquirer have con­
tacted me and told me that they were surprised that the 
reporting was so even in all of the articles (not editorials, 
you may have been confused). T hey  even said that their 
own newspapers put more of an angle on the stories than 
we did. As far as reporting goes, I have my hat off to my 
staff for a job well done during my absence.
Lastly, (this is addressed to all who made the accusa­
tions) George Calle does not run the MONTCLARION as 
many contend. Calle is not even here enough to have a 
significant effect on the paper. It is an insult to the staff 
that works from Thursday to W ednesday every week in 
order to get the paper finished for you to read. Do not get 
me wrong, however, George is still a m em ber of the 
MONTCLARION and is looked to by many of the staff for 
advice when the time arises, just as any m em ber of any 
other organization looks to it’s most senior member.
Mike, it’s all said and done. Anything else that you 
would like to say about the MONTCLARION, concerns, 
complaints and maybe one day a compliment, you can 
come to talk to me. After all, Mr. Costa, you won’t have 
any problem doing that because your balls are bigger 
than Anthony O ’Donnell’s house. W e’ve both said our 
piece. You’ve had your day in court and so have I, so to 
speak. Case closed.
Merry Christmas.
Looking at my life in 1994, and the times making it 
what it’s been, I am at once satisfied. Another year of 
trials and errors that has excited me, depressed me, and 
most of all impressed me in ways palpable and as yet 
unforseen- but I know they’re there.
On the professional side of things. T he  AIONT- 
CLARIONhas proven to be an enricheniqg, eyeopening 
experience. As an Editorial Editor, I have succeeded in 
getting people to write and vent their frustrations about 
the world around them, local and distant. As a writer, I 
have fine-tuned my craft to a level in which I have begun 
to carve out a style. I highly reccomend to anyone taking 
part in the production of this paper. In spite of my bally- 
hooed “stepping down”, I’m still here, losing sleep, and 
eatingjunk, in the name of journalism. I will remain here 
next Sem ester as well, albeit in an as yet undecided 
capacity.
Since I’m now at the risk of appearing to act as though 
I can compose anything for this column, even forsake 
style and format because I have loyal readership, (Frank 
Fleischman) I will offer some brusque opinion. Since the 
overly-appraised 1960’s social awareness movements 
that for the most part stem m ed from universitiy cam­
puses, it has been vogue for professors to inject personal 
opinion into a class curriculum. T h ink  about some of 
your past and present instructors and see what I mean. 
T here  is nothing wrong with seeing parts of a teacher’s 
personality, we are human. But I see something inher­
ently wrong in someones use of a classroom as a guise for 
a personal political agenda. It detracts from the teaching 
atmosphere. Exceptions are not rare; critical thinking 
courses are by nature instigators of opinion venting. But 
in general, educators should leave the soapbox home.
Have a great holiday and an even better new year.
M O N T C L A R I O N
O pin ion/Thursday, December 8, 1994
N a tio n a l H ealth 
For T in y  Tim
From the Left
by Frank F  leischman III______________________
Well, we have come to the end of another semester. 
This is my last column of the semester, so I thought I 
should try to make it my best one. I could have re­
sponded to my colleague Michael Rubino’s column 
calling for a Reaganesque military superiority. I chose 
not to. This column will indirectly deal with war and 
military affairs, and peace. This column is about my 
favorite time of the year: the holiday (Christmas) season.
I have never pretended to be a religious person, 
despite my twenty-two years of being Catholic. I re­
cently broke with my Catholic upbringing by joining the 
Unitarian faith, a much more liberal faith that I feel at 
home with.
Although I have joined the Unitarian faith, a free­
thinker’s church, I am still a firm believer in the teachings 
and life of Christ. Christmas is still very important to me. 
As a liberal person, I think of the holiday season as a time 
of the year when true liberalism is celebrated: the spirit of 
giving and loving one another.
A true liberal sees every year and every age as illiberal 
because illiberalism persists year after year. I believe that 
at Christmas we are to be mindful and conscious of other 
people who are have problems that some of us could never 
even believe. At the heart of liberalism (and Christmas) is 
compassion, or as I call it “com-passion, feeling and giving
with each other.
Christmas is supposed to be about joy. However, for 
some, joy comes in short supply. Thirty million people 
live below the poverty level in ourcountry. Yes, those are 
the people that organizations like the Salvation Army 
run toy drives and Christmas meals for. 11 also seems that 
more and more people need help year after year.
As the weather gets colder, many of us will see the 
homeless sleeping on heating grates and drinking hard 
liquor to keep warm. Many of us (myself included) will 
complain about the raw and windy weather, as well as 
the snow and the ice.
However, before we all continue tocarry on about the 
cold and the snow, stop and wonder what it’s like to live 
exposed to those elements night after night. I’m sure our 
complaining will diminish.
In a nation as rich as ours, we still tolerate these things. 
A writer from India once wrote, “T h e  crime is not that 
you have more homelessness than we do. I’m inured to 
homelessness in my country - people live in the streets 
all the time. T he  crime here (in the United States) is that 
with the incredible wealth and talent, you’ve not been 
able to do anything about it.”
Our politicians continue to lock horns with each other 
over common sense things. T he  debates continue: wel­
fare as dependency, or welfare as life-saver? Death pen­
ally' as deterrent or death penalty as barbarism? Should 
young children in the ghetto have to live with the risk of 
being shot, or arc we going to talk about common sense 
gun control?
As I look forward to spending Christmas with my 
family and my girlfriend. I feel what every liberal feels 
when som ething isn’t right. A small twitch in the mind- 
or is it the soul? I t’s called a conscience.
At this time of year, I remain firm in my belief that all 
hum anity is interdependent. As our world grows closer 
together, we m ust abandon our petty  differences and do 
the work that m ust be done. My belief on the interde­
pendence of all life is this: them is us.
O ne of my favorite Unitarian writers, Dr. Jack 
M endelsohn, once wrote of the impulse that drives true 
liberals. He wrote, “T h e  most powerful liberal instinct 
is a grating hunger for more freedom, more justice, more 
fairness, more inclusion, more fulfillment for more of 
earth’s creatures.” I find in that statem ent the essence of 
the liberal credo.
I would like to extend to all the very best for a joyful, 
safe, and mindful holiday season. I will be back next 
sem ester with more writings, and more wit and wisdom. 
I’ll see you then.
Would You Like 
Fries W ith That?
Roar from 
the Right by Michael Rubino
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While thum bing through the local sports section last 
week, I came upon an article just laden with controversy. 
No, it wasn’t whether or not the Jets would make the 
play-offs. Nor did it concern the persistent chatter of 
baseball strikes and hockey lockouts. Instead it told how 
the cver-opportunistic Jesse Jackson criticized the Uni­
versity of Colorado for hiring a football coach who just 
happens to have less melanin than he obviously feels one 
must need to perform the job.
Last week the school hired Rick Neuheisel, who is 
white, to replace Bill McCartney as the head football 
coach of the Buffaloes. T he  appointees had apparently 
overlooked M cCartney’s outgoing recommendation to 
hire assistant Bob Simmons, who is black. In typical 
Jackson semblance, he publicly bombasted the school’s 
decision and threatened that he may urge recruits to 
boycott the school.
Jackson said, “T his is exactly the kind of discrimina­
tion we must campaign against.” Yet again, the evil 
shadow of the white devil has crept into Jackson’s
lam p e shines on
I n response to Wilson Santos’ \cucr(MONTCLAR/ON, 
12/8). I realize that we are entitled to our own opinions, 
and even though we may disagree, we should respect the 
rights of the other. I have no problem with Mr. Santos’ 
opinions and encourage the dialogue.
For Santos to imply that I ’m a racist by referring to me 
in a derogatory title used to denote a slave owner is 
appalling. 1 wrote an article preaching FR EED O M  and 
LIBERTY. H ow  anyone could equate that with racism 
or as promoting slavery is i nconceivable. You have to 
right to speak, so go ahead. Call me what you will, if name 
calling is what you have to revert to. I’ll stick to reality. I 
am many things, but I am not a racist.
Michael Lampe________________________________
domain, threatening his very existence. I low dare he so 
maliciously attempt to vilify the University of Colorado 
based entirely on his own usurpation? If  Jackson and his 
supporters feel a fair claim can be made to support their 
convictions, then my view is just as relevant.
Jackson hastily accused the school of racism, leading 
one to believe the bypass of Simmons was based solely 
on his ethnicity. His ignoble and libelous comments are 
simply assumptions and accusations.
What gives this man, who I remind you has never 
been elected to any office and therefore has no power, 
the self-given authority to interject whenever he deems 
it beneficial to his ego?
Contrary to Jackson’s newest agenda, the backlash 
from the University of Colorado has been of the utmost 
support for the decision, from black and white players 
alike. T he hiring has been viewed as a positive motion, 
with the administration focusing on who they felt was 
most qualified for the job. T here was no transgression 
committed here.
Such a hypocrite should stop throwing the over­
A paragraph in Eridania Perez-Jaquez’s column Posi­
tive Controversy, printed in last week's edition, contained 
mistakenly transcribed statistics. The paragraph should have 
read as follo ws:
Republicans also offer to reduce government spend­
ing by $70 billion, but the GOP staff on the House 
Budget Committee calculated that the proposed cuts 
will total $220 billion. 'Phis means a tax increase to pay 
for the lost services or cuts on many social sendees that 
help indigent Americans, leaving many of them  in 
poverty, and subsequently causing our standard of 
living to decline.
abused word racism around, and instead focus on 
positive issues. It is difficult to understand his hostil­
ity. T h is  is a man who has adm itted that as a young 
waiter, he spat into the food of white people. He has 
also never been taken to task for referring to New  York 
as “hym ietow n.”
Jesse Jackson considers him self a civil rights leader. 
However, his lawsuits, threats, boycotts, and picket­
lines have caused more dissension and division than if he 
had simply acted as a conciliator. T h e  Civil Rights 
M ovement was one of the most majestic and m om en­
tous causes of the radical 1960’s, something America 
sorely needed.
But now, in its attem pt to' aniend the crimes of the 
past, a double-standard has emerged. Jackson is not 
interested in civil rights for all, just for blacks. Where is 
he to defend civil rights when whites are denied jobs just 
to fill quotas and m eet the needs of affirmative action?
Jesse Jackson has once again reacted from opportu­
nistic and hypocritical motives. He is driven by the 
effect, and not the cause. T his is unfortunate for us all.
There were also errors in the transcription o f Wilson 
Santos' letter. The first sentence should have read:
Things have gone a little too far...
Also “male ” was in one instance misspelled as “mail. ” 
Finally, a deletion from  a sentence in thefourth paragraph 
harmed its sense. I t should have read:
And why can’t I say what I really want to say on “my” 
radio show, without fear of the Federal Communica­
tions Commission bringing charges against m e and 
revoking my FCC license. ___________________
Corrections
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THINK IF SANTA IS GOINS 
I TO JUOGE MS 
I BEHMIOR CTER 
I WE LAST TEAR, 
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Calvin and Hobbes
OK,HOBBES.
AS MT UMICfU 
TOUU NEED TO 
R£X®N THE 
FACTS Of MV 
CASE.
Right n e u  
TRT To ES 
TABUSH WAT 
TOU HERE 
INSANE AT 
THE TIME Of 
THE ALLEGED 
CRIMES
HERE NOT 
COPPIN6 Ml 
MSM/rr TUA 
TOO MORON' 
HERE SATING 
TM IHHOCIHT:
by b¡ii watterson Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Watterson
INSULTING AN 
ATTORNEY IS A 
TONAL OFTLNSf 
SO NATCH IT, 
BISTER
TOURE. SUPPOSED TO ARGUE I | T  THATS OUR }  IN A MINOTE 
W A T l  HATENT BEEN 8M> CASE, I  | TCA) AND I  
TUIS TEAR. AND T DESERTE :
TO BE ON SANTA'S 
’ G O »"  LIST/
by Bill Watterson
HATE TOO AE HAD 
TOUR SHOTS’
i
?
S 
t
HU» iMf
By G a RY L A R S O N
T he entire: staff of the 
H umor section would like to
WISH YOU AND YOURS A VERY
merry C hristmas and a happy
NEW YEAR. O eI, AND LOTS OF 
REALLY COOL TOYS AND STUFF
t o o !
By secretly w orking out tor m any months, Irwin 
becam e the en v y  of all the 96-pound weaklings.
Calvin and  Hobbes oy Bilí W atterso n  C o i V i n  anc H o b b e s
FDR SHOK AND TE'U TODAT, 
HATE SOMETHIN! HAT 
WILL ASTOUND ANI AMAI 
TOO' THIS UTILE GUV CAN
h
THE FAR SIDE By G A R Y  LARSON THE FAR SID E
20 M ONTO ARION
( j o r r y f a z n c o f i /
A C R O SS
1. F a th er
4. U n conscious 
8. L ir ^ f  in strum en t
12. P re s id e n t 's  nicknam e
13. By m oult)
14. N arra tiv e  poem
15. N u m b er
16. D ecide 
18. Love
20. S nare
21. T e llu riu m  sym bol
22. H igh  velocity  fluid stream
23. O k la h o m a  tow n
27. E xpire
29. D istan t
30. C opy
31. N otice in  pap er (abbr.)
32. D irect a  w eapon
33. l a r g e  snake
34. P re p o sitio n
35. Rule
37. S titch
38. S om e
39. F reed o m  from  discom fort
40. P lace
41. Im p erso n a l pronoun
42. Z oo an im a l
44. S tringed  instrum ent 
47. M oon
51. N egative prefix
52. E x c lam atio n  of sorrow
53. M any  <two words)
54. P icnic  pcsl
55. B row ns
56. S ta rt over
57. C o n fed era te  general
DOW N
1. In fo rm a tio n
2. In bed
3. M ark
4. System  o f signals
5. M ined m ineral
6. S ubstance
7. A w are
8. P a in tin g  medium
9. New s agency (abbr.)
10. S to rage container 
U . H igh card
17. S un  god 
19. C oncerning 
22. Jelly
24. S o d iu m  symbol
25. Idol
26. C o n trad ic t
27. C hallenge
28. C oncep t
29. Fish appendage
30. P u ll a long behind
32. Very old
33. W ager
36. Verb
37. W o rn  o u t mind
38. W ith o u t music
40. O f the  sun
41. T w o (R om an)
43. M idw est sta te  (abb r.)
44. R eject a bill
45. W ith o u t a com panion
46. Bel
47. D ay o f  week (abbr.)
48. W in g lik e
49. B row n
50. Also
Vouri^^/Horoscope
O fl
m  byRubyWyner-lo Im  A. A. B.P-certified Astrologer
Aries: (Mar. 21-Apr. 19) Comely 
actress Sandra Bullock will come 
to stick a scissors in your throat.
Taurus: (Apr. 20-May 20) C o­
workers become annoyed at your 
insistence to  be ca lled  “El
^Albondiga.”
Gemini: (May 21-June 21) You’ll 
be kicked out of a local fast-food 
restaurant after paying for your 
burger in ha-pennies.
Cancer: (June 22—July 22) Diplo­
m atic co m m u n ica tio n  w ith  
France will be all but ruined 
after the XYZ affair.
Leo: (July 23-Aug. 22) D on’t put 
any air fresheners in your bath ­
room, because you may eat them 
because they smell so good.
Virgo: (Aug. 23—Sept. 22) You’ll 
encounter a particularly bold 
squirrel who demands you give 
it a nut— or else!
Libra: (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) Have 
you hugged y our k id today ? We 11, 
don’t, because that’s a good way 
to get leprosy.
Scorpio: (Oct. 24-Nov. 21) The 
stars say eggs will taste extra 
good this week.
Sagittarius: (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) If 
you meet any com pulsive gam­
bling addicts, d o n ’t give them 
any money, because they’ll just 
gamble it away.
Capricorn: (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) The 
stars reveal there will be twenty- 
five cent taps at the  Hootchie- 
C ootch  Strip Bar on  every Tues­
day.
Aquarius: (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) Go to 
hell. G o to hell you awful, awful 
bastard. I demand satisfaction!
Pisces: (Feb. 19-Mar. 20)Thestars 
say absolutely nothing, as they 
are simply giant balls of gaseous 
m atter incapable o f communi­
cation.
Ruby W yner'Io’s late-nite television 
talk-show, Futuretalk, is the most 
popular show ever. Check your local 
listings.
© 1994 by Onion Features Syndicate
off the mark by  Mark Parisi
M ore Tasteless J oke Fun !
So there I was my first day of 
the semester. My friends told me I’d 
have to face my dilemma someday but 
now that day had arrived.
It was difficult enough to find a 
suitable ride to school that day given my 
physical affliction. Once I arrived, I 
realized the campus was not geared to 
handle those like me.
Sure, my grant from the 
National Endowment for the Well- 
Endowed had lifted the burden, finan­
cially at least, but still I was unprepared 
for what lay ahead.
Everywhere 1 went, every class I 
attended, every professor I met, I could 
not shake the feeling that 1 was special 
compared to the other students. All of 
my classes were held outside in the 
Amphitheater, of course. Sitting down 
on those rock benches was so gosh darn
By "The T hree Amigos" 
uncomfortable. Something had to be 
done to alleviate my pain and suffering.
As 1 sat in the amphitheater, on 
the rock benches, a furry friend came by 
that looked like a squirrel and gave me the 
answer. NUTS!!!!
Imagine that, he said nuts!
Well, I stuffed the little fucker 
and gave him to my friend to mail as an 
early Christmas present, and went along 
my way.
Rolling along on top of the 
houses, I passed a particuarly small one, 
smaller in fact than my balls. I looked 
down and realized that it was Anthony 
O’Donnell’s house. Hey, I’ve never even 
met him. But I knew his house was 
smaller than my balls.
(The balls depicted in this story are 
fictional. Any similarities to real or 
imagined ball-size are totally intentional.)
GlAD^tüCöüLD )n
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As YOU CAN PROBABLY SEE, I HAVE A HUGE BLANK SPACE THIS 
WEEK, SINCE MANY OF MY CONTRIBUTERS HAVE TAKEN TO HIT­
TING THE BOOKS. SO IF YOU COULD, IMAGINE THAT YOU ARE 
LOOKING AT THE FUNNIEST CARTOON YOU HAVE SEEN. If THIS
d o e s n 't  w o r k , t o o  b a d ; su c k s  t o  be  y o u . -JJO'S
Sicker T han  R alph by M ike Kelly
F¡¡¿ im am  w m r a r j  .. 
u a r a r j  a a r a i a  h i g h
THEATRE OF THE ABSURD
By J o h n  J . O 'S ullivan
Last semester, I came up with a list of the things 
that really annoyed me during that semester. It 
was the one (okay maybe the second or third) time 
that I could get out all of my frustrations of the 
world and just leash out at things I could not stand. 
Well, hold onto yourseat, cowboys and cowgirls, 
since it is the end of THIS semester, and well...it’s 
time for....
THE LIST OF THINGS THAT PISSED ME 
OFF!!! THE SEMESTER IN REVIEW.
1) Route 46: I can’t take driving on this road. 
Sometimes I would rather go back and forth from 
school and work on a unicycle, riding on a high 
wire, connected from the top of Bohn Hall to the 
Willowbrook Mall than drive my car on Route 46. 1 
don’t know how they get all of those psychopathic 
maniacs to drive on one road at the same damn 
time!! All 1 know is that on the way back to my 
room from my job at Radio Shack™ on Sunday 
night, I was cut off by 3 people, stuck behind 1
42.348.324 year old man, and NO ONE would let 
me into the damned third lane to escape from the
42.348.324 year old man and to get to MSU. I 
HATE ROUTE 46!
2) That rancid lemon scented cleaning solution 
that housekeeping uses for the bathrooms in Bohn 
Hall (whoa): Sometimes I would rather smell the 
dreadful scent of 3 unflushed “automatic flushing" 
toilets then smell that horrible rancid lemon scent.
I really wonder sometimes if it says on the label of 
the bottle of rancid lemon scented cleaning 
solution, “Rancid lemon scented cleaning solution." 
It wouldn’t surprise me if it did.
3) Loud Rap: “Gee...let’s take the same tired old 
rhythm, add some annoying clips taken from other 
people’s work, yell into a microphone, and blast the 
volume so everyone in the New York metropolitan 
area can hear it. Especially when John J. O’Sullivan 
is trying to take a nap after working all day and all
night on a frigging paper" By the way, what the 
hell does “Pump up the jam” mean??? Does it mean 
taking a bottle of Smuckers™ Grape Jam and 
blowing it up??? Please explain.
4) The Pudding in Blanton Hall: WHY MUST 
THEY PUT FRUIT IN THE PUDDING??? WHY?? 
WHY??? WHY??!?!??!?!?!??!?! The pudding would be 
alright if they didn’t put fucking grapes in the 
pudding! But NO!!! One must feel like they are 
eating rat turds when eating in Blanton, I guess.
5) AT&T™ Commercials: Reach out and MAKE 
ME PUKE!!!! I DON’T CARE ABOUT MCI™, 
ALRIGHT? I JUST DON’T GIVE A SHIT!!!! I don’t 
want ANYTHING put into writing; it would just 
clutter up my already cluttered desk space. I don’t 
want to hear what I’ll be doing in the next few 
years; I get enough stress thinking about what I am 
going to do tomorrow. And I certainly don’t want 
to hear any frigging “heartwarming” stories about a 
mother saying goodnight to her kid, okay? I JUST 
DON’T CARE!!!
6) Bob Sagat: Don’t you just want to bash in his 
head?? 1 mean, that shit-eating grin, that annoying 
persona, that...HAIR. I cannot take watching this 
guy, or his vomit inducing shows: “Full House”
(the leading cause of death) and “America’s Funni­
est Home Videos”. In “Full House”, we get to watch 
Bob, Dave Coulier (lame), and that annoying rock- 
n-roller wanna-be guy (lamer) act like assholes 
around the always way-too-cute and obnoxious 
Olsen Twins. In “America’s Funniest Home 
Videos”, we get to see America (literally) killing 
themselves to make some quick cash. Take this guy 
and shoot him, please?
7) Negative Campaigning: “Senator John Smith 
was caught having sex with bears. John Smith stole 
234237632643241432 dollars from the State 
Legislator, and he listens to the New Kids on the 
Block. For God’s sake, DON’T VOTE FOR HIM”
Doesn’t that sound ridiculous? Well, it is slightly 
(hehehe) exaggerated, but that’s all that the 
American populous heard for months before the 
damned elections. Easy solution; blow up all the 
politicians. It may sound a bit icky, but hey; it 
might make America a nicer place to live. (The 
John J. O’Sullivan PSA of the day!)
8) Barney: I know, I know it’s a bit repetitive, but 
1 CANNOT STAND THIS DEMONIC DINOSAUR 
FROM HADES!!! The bubbly “I love you” atmo­
sphere is actually a cover of a multimillion dollar 
hate machine!! Did you ever play a Barney tape 
backwards? Well on the same tape that says, “I love 
you!”, when played backwards it says, “KILL YOUR 
DOG!! EAT SNICKERS™ BEFORE DINNER, 
WATCH BOB SAGAT!!!” Something must be done 
to protect the kids!!! Get rid of Barney before it’s 
too late!!
9) Personals: ‘Nuff said.
10) Talk Shows: Is it just me, or does it seem that 
everybody has their own talk show? Pretty soon, 
my cat will have her own talk show. And doesn’t it 
seem like every single miscreant of society is in 
those audiences? Since most people WILL have 
their own talk show by the year 2000, even the 
miscreants,there won’t be anyone for the audiences. 
People will have to be cloned, then the clones will 
rebel in the various audiences, and soon....WORLD 
WAR III!!!!! These shows must be stopped, or
else....
Well, on a happier note, I wish you all peace and 
inner happiness during these upcoming weeks of 
joyous love! But, if you piss me off, you will die.
HAPPY HOLIDAYS!!!!!
MONTCLARION
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Stafic and Scott
Susan,
I got the job! I can't believe the experience I ' l l  be 
getting while in co-op! I t  beati flipping burgeri 
like lest year!
Brian
The fox doesn't elwayi run solo.
Delta
Thank] for the good laugh] when I needed )ome. 
K.l.T. over break.
Cannot
Melissa 6. (Sigma)
Thank] for ell the help after temi! You really made 
me feel better! I t ')  nice to know you care!
Love, Stacy
Angelina (D-Phi-E)
I know the Delta c la n  and the Dead tree (and don’t 
think I 'l l  ever forget them.) HAH!
Love, Jen
Jay PZ 146,
Didn't I blow your mind? Thank) for not throwing
me out!
Love, A IX  158 
Joe PZX 148,
You owe me! Thank] for taking care of me!
Love, Christine AIX-T-158
AIX 162,
I missed you when you were gone, Cheese! Thanks 
for the letters!
Love, A IX  158
Heckel-
You already know th is . I've chosen Mr. Eyes and you 
know where he’s from. The question is how does he 
feel?
Love ya, Jeckel
Christine (AH 70) We love you! We're going to 
miss you so much!! Come back and v is it, ALOT - The 
couch is always open for you!!!
Love, 202b
Nelly (Theta)
Was Spanky the name of the game on Friday?
Love your l it t le ,  (Theta)
Alan (ZBT)
Thanks for sticking your nose in my eye, i t  wasn't my 
eye in your nose.
Monica
Alan (ZBT)
Thank you very much for being a great date. I had 
the best time!
Monica (Theta)
Melissa (Theta)
You did a great job with the Christmas party.
Thanks!
Monica
Nelly & Lori (Theta)
So who won for "best" picture?
Ceylan #151 (AIX)
We are getting bombed Wednesday.
#163
Miriam (AIX)
Thanks for everything!!
Casanot
The fox doesn't always run solo.
Vie,
Thinks fo r being my partner in crime. We must hang 
out over break and drink.
Casanot.
Mookie (Delta Chi)
Look out John Travolta, here comes the MOOKIE! 
Niyati (AIX)
What in the hell? 2 Jersey girls going out west?
MB #123
Mich -
Why do those that matter think they don't, while 
those who don't think they do?
-M el
To Steve & Rich (TX)
Thanks fo r the push!
Michelle
JJO'S (TX)-
The Puddin' Heads want to know when i t ’s tea time!
It's always tea time!! Stop on by for a relaxing cup 
of Earl Grey, delightful conversation, and A tari™ . 
-JJO'S
Steve (TX)
Your 2 weeks are up, is Grover Cleveland it?
Mike,
Can we share a brain?
Michelle
To SGA,
Does anyone need a ride?
Alicia,
When are we going to get our salads?
Samantha
Mich - I f  we're such players, then how come there's 
no one on the field?
-Mel
6«
I miss you!
Carm-
Great job w/ the alumni dinner. I t  was awesome!
Love, 151
For God so loved the world that he gave his one and 
only son, that whoever believes in him shall not 
perish but have eternal life.
John 3:16
Micki -
When speaking to ‘you know who', remember to pause 
firs t, then prepare...I’ l l never get i t  right!
Alpha lota Chi is simply the best!
MSU Dance Department-
Yeah works-a-foot is over! Good Lord what a
re lie f!!! Great job to all the dancing divas!!!
-B ird
To whoever stole a pocketbook out o f Richardson 
357, you know who you are. You are a big fat loser.
#154 AIX
Thank you so much for everything you've done for me,
I love you B ig !!!
#160
For everyone:
Jesus is the reason for the seeson.
XA: F.O.
To my dear brothers Peter, Time and Adam,
I love the time we share in worship. Thanks for your 
commitment. Continue to jam for the King, Jesus 
Christ.
Judy
S.A.L.T. 40 = Hendor - Hair
To a few of the brothers of TKE:
TRY TO STAY OUT OF TROUBLE!
?
Lynn (Sigma)
I hope you enjoyed your 1st semi! Welcome to Sigma, 
L itt le ! I love you! Let's hang out!
Love, Stacy
Dear Dre,
This is just to remind you that I love you and you 
mean the world to me. We've come too far to let 
anything come between us now. DREBEC 5/23/94 - 
t i l  in fin ity .
Love always,
Rebecca
Tony (KAPsi)
Caught with your pants down 
To the Sisters,
I f  you are out there messing around, get your shit 
checked.
Nick,
Just remember those black jeans you be sportin are 
mine.
To "B " and Eli 
Thanks for the support!
Terri -N- Joan
To the extra's in the business...MIND YOURS! 
-Terri-n-Joan
B if f  S lin k y -
Tinkertoy Ted is dead! Now Cindy needs a new 
friend!
Ralph (AXP)
Thanks 4 listening, you're a great Big!
Love, your l i t t le  in AIX
Jennifer (Phi Sig)
Bow wow wow yippee yo yippee yay! Do you have any 
flea powder I can borrow?
Love, Caroline
RoseAnn & Lisa (Phi Sig)
What's up Chuck?
Love, Caroline
To the Brothers of TX,
"Never have I ever" played such an interesting 
game...Thanks!
Caroline (Phi Sig)
Melissa (My lit tle  Brat)
I love you! You are the best l i t t le  ever!
Love, Me!
Tania #154,
You're an awesome secret sister. I love you!
#163
Go MSU Swimming! Have a great time in Florida!
G
Tam Treey:
Thank yen fer being the heat Assistant Managing 
id lter the Menlelarlen has aver aver seen. Van have 
bean the fine line katwaan wacky and Inaena this 
semester. I ’d fight far ya till the death.
I alnaaraly thank yen,
Chris Hlnak, Managing Id lter
Sharon & Patty (Peesweep)
Congrats! Thank you for e ll your dedication & hard 
work. We w ill miss you. Come v is it us at Fatso's! 
Love, your Phi Sigma Pi Brothers.
Camel
Has he gotten in yet?
Clueless
Christine AIX
Thanks for being there for cm last Sat. night • next 
time put me out o f my misery!
Lauren C.
Allyson (Sigma)
I hope something good happens to you this week. 
Love your favorite pledge sister.
To all of my sisters (Sigma)
We had the best semi ever!
Love, Gina
Lisa (Sigma) This one's for you. Was i t  worth the 
wait?
AH 138,
Can you see the sweat pouring o ff the card? But all 
we can say is 0 !
AH 140 & 144
To my Rob (TKE)
Congrats, you’ l l  be a great Pres.!
Love, your Lauren (AIX)
Katie, you know I'm the shit!
Your secret admirer.
Tania,
What can I say? You never cease to amaze me. I 
love you to death!
Ceylan
Hey Girls,
I love you, miss you, sorry I haven't been around 
much this semester.
Love your sister, Vanessa
Don't you get i t  yet! How many penguins do you 
see?
John J. O'Sullivan is God.
-Mike R.
He'd be hot, i f  he wasn't so ugly.
Maybe he's born with it...maybe it's  Maybeline™. 
MCK-1,
Christmas in Bordentown!! I can't w ait!! I hope 
there's onions, smashing pumpkins and jubilee rolls. 
Sabato
Lynn (D Phi E)
I'm hungry! Any leftovers at your house from 
Saturday!? I love you BIG - Thanks for EVERY­
THING! I don't know what I would have done 
without you! Feel better!
Love your lit t le , Jen.
To Sigma Psi Something-or-other,
SHUT THE FUCK UP!!!!! I was trying to finally get 
to sleep and you idiots were screaming out in the 
quad!!! Get some fucking consideration.
Hey Bohn Hall,
Did you check the children?
M O N T C L A R I O N
Ann Marie, 
Happy B-day!
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Andree C,
We on i  hey ride!
Semanthe
JJO'S (TX),
Stay ttrong, don't s trest! I love you li t t le  brother! 
Meredith,
You eeid the "L"-word.
Thank you
To Yolanda,
You heve been a greet roommate, & alto a great 
friend. Thanks!
Love, Tania
Oina Drew
Thanks for having sooooo much patience fo r that 
dreadful play we performed - you were a saint for 
putting up with an amateur as an actress and a 
relentless director like Mr. James Thalman! Thanks 
again!
Constance
Trick,
To believe or not to believe —  that is the question? 
Dina 6 (AH#137)
You did a great job! I'm proud of you!
Love ya, Constance
Far Behind!!!
To the new sisters o f Sigma Psi Phi, congrats, I 
knew you could do it !
Love, the WHISPERS
To Emily,
I miss you, let's do lunch!
Love, Tania (2 Strong)
To the individual who wrote the personal in regards 
to the WHISPERS, thank you for acknowledging us 
but we're not going to stoop down to your level.
You're not worth it .
Love, the WHISPERS
To Maria,
Sweetie you know I couldn't forget about you. We've 
been through so much together. Don't ever change! 
Paola
Cindie,
Vas a dejar de ver todays las telenovelas pero no te 
preocupes you te las cuento.
Ugly
I can’t wait t i l l  break so we can hang o u t . Hopefully 
you won't attack me again.
Love someone pretty
Dear Lambda
Happy 3 years and I month anniversary! (11-8-91)
Love Always Lambda
To all o f my sisters o f Lambda Tau Omega Sorority 
Inc.
Much props for 12-1-94. We're all that!
Love your sister Cindye
Tracy (D-Phi-E)
Congrats! You made me proud. Now le t’s have fun!! 
Luv ya!
Your big AHI17
Chris
Torn hat on the floor- enough said. - 
Tracey & Gina (D-Phi-E)
Now that you're in you better stay out o f trouble. I'm 
watching my girls!
Love AHl 17
Elmo?
Happy Birthday! I hope you enjoyed the present I 
left for you in your room.
Casanot
Santa
The only g ift  for Christmas I Want is a whole new 
reputation.
Casanot
Ivette, Kelly, Robyn (D-Phi-E)
Merry Christmas Roommates! Hopefully Santa will 
give us everything we want.
Love your 4th- AHl 17
Thanks for the pen, Casanot.
Kelly L. (D-Phi-E)
I had a blast at Doc's with you! Next time we won't 
drink! Yeah right!!
Love ya! Nancy
Rachel (Phi Sig)
Happy 21st Birthday!
Love, the Sisters
Ace Ventura is our hero!
105B
M + M
Happy holidays to both of you and your families. 
Casanot
Kim (AO)
There ain 't no hole in the Washtub! Emmet rules!
Your roomie
Theta Xi
It was fun reminiscing with you!
Love, Phi Sig
Schenkberger
Keep that black sambuca away from me! I almost 
died!!
Steen
To the Nu class (D-Phi-E)
I love you guys!! Have fun next semester! Remem­
ber, I'm s till there for you!!
Love Mom!
Shanon
Beware- next semester you're living in the loony bin. 
Don't say you haven't been warned!!
202B
Michele 
Jen (Sigma)
I hope we find our way back to the store Saturday! 
I'm sure we w ill i f  we leave out the cheese Friday. 
Love, Gina (Sigma)
Tracy (D-Phi-E)
You can really s tu ff a lot of chips in your mouth! I 
almost died!
Love, Jen
I love you Rick Leto.
George Calle
(AIX) #121, #144, #135
Bug Daddy John wants to know when the next
drunkfest is!
Love #123
To my little  Constance (D-Phi-E)
Congrats on your position! I know you w ill do an 
awesome job! I love you!
Nancy
Jim
I f  you help me push out the egg- I 'l l  share the 
wealth.
Jennifer
Heather and Samantha (D-Phi-E)
Did I really smell "th a t" bad!?
Love Ya! Jen
Maria (4 walls)
You wre definitely interesting. I hope we can do it  
again sometime.
Brian
I05B
Who’s getting the booty call this week?
Nancy (D-Phi-E)
You're doing great w ithout i t !  I love ya!
Constance
Cindy + Krissy
I am glad you're in Delta Xi Delta. Thanks fo r the 
good laughs when I needed some. K.l.T. over break. 
Casanot
J i l l  M.
I want to spend the rest of my life with you! I love 
you.
Tommy Z.
Erik
Have a great birthday! You are an awesome friend! 
Nancy (D-Phi-E)
Big Moosh (Delta)
Thanks fo r helping me this weekend! You ere great! 
Nancy (D-Phi-E)
Maryann (D -Phi-E)
Next time you go to Fatso's remember to come home 
the same n igh t! Well maybe not! Love ya!
Nancy
Steen (D -Phi-E )
Thanks for a ll the g ifts ! You were a great secret 
sister! Love ya!
Nancy
Dolly
You're a bum and yes I would like that steak 
sandwich cooked.
Tom
Cindy (D -Phi-E)
Hope you are less stressed out this week! Remember 
that you are awesome! Love ya!
Nancy
Thank you Brian Falxarano just for being you.
TT
To 5BI7
No more parties.
No clapping/ yelling.
No more Gary in the bathroom.
5B18
Constance (D-Phi-E)
Merry Christmas! A ll o f the lights really shorted 
out!? Invite us over for dinner and w e'll help you fix  
them! Not!
Love ya lots, Jen and Dina
Casanot
Just wanted to say "H i!"
Chrissy (D-Xi-D #30)
Vic (TX)
You're the best! Don't ever change! 
Chrissy (D-Xi-D #30)
Theta,
The Christmas Party was AWESOME!!
Pookie
You are the best! Thanks for sticking by me 
throughout the past few months. I don't know what 
I'd do w ithout a "mutant" like you!
Love always! Pancake batter
ev. ■ . av» *..e ...
Rach
It was an experience to be in a mosh-pit in NYC. 
Love, Trish
Erin (16th floor)
Happy 21st Birthday!!
Love Theresa #163 (AIX)
Doris (Phi Sig)
Who parks your car?
Love your roommate
Rebecca (D -Ph i-E )
Hi froggy! You can boss me around anytime you want! 
Love, Waddles
Kim (AO)
When are we getting the booty calls?
Your roomie
Michael
You're the only one who hasn't made our door. You're 
lucky it's  not last year!
Melissa
Costa
You never ever never did what?
DR. BAYTAS
Stay cool. Thanks for everything. Peace.
J.K .
John (Theta Xi)
You better run away from me because when I do get 
my car back I am going to run you over!
Brain Falzarano
Two words: Time Management.
Love, Katie
To Mike Z., Stef, Squid, Wes, Noah, and everybody 
else
It's  your mother's house and we're all having a party! 
Jen D. (Sigma)
I hope you enjoyed semi! Tell Shawn I'm sorry I woke 
him upl Thanks for everything! I love you! P.S.: 
Things can only get better!
Love, Stacy
Tire
Here is a quarter, go put a down payment on a clue. 
Guess Who?
You need a role model, you need a hug. Nah, give 
that g irl some O.E.
Serena
Relationships that begin in intense situations usually 
don’t last. . So let's base it  solely on sex!
-Q__________________ _______ _
Due to space lim itations, 
w e  had to cut a page of 
personals this week. We 
apologize in advance for any 
traum a that this act may 
cause.
Happy Holidays!!
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PRIZES AWARDED DAILY!
HATS!
SWEATSHIRTS!
BOOK SCHOLARSHIPS!
CASH FOR BOOKS
University Bookstore 
Hours - Mon. - Thurs 8:30 am - 8:00 pm 
Fri. - 8:30 am - 4:30pm - Sat. 9:00 am - 1:00 pm
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To place a  classified ad please caH 
6 5 5 -5 2 3 7  $ 10  per week 2 5  to 30
words
Student who 
enjoys children 
to care for 6 
year old in our 
Upper Mont­
clair home 
starting in Jan­
uary, Spring 
semester, Mon­
days 3:30 p.m. - 
8:30 p.m. Excel­
lent salary. 
References 
required, own 
car preferred. 
Call 783-3908.
Baby sitter 
needed for our 
6 year old son 
before and 
after school in 
our Upper 
Montclair home 
- 7 - 8  a.m. and 
2:15 - 6:30 p.m.
Wearable symbols of the mystical and 
sublime...and really cool gifts, too!
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31 Church St.,Montclair «
2. Sunday 20 1 509'7707
Dec 12-Xmns till 8:30 daily
tie-dves, m u s ic , books, W oodstock Chimes,
10% o ff  fo r  a l l  M o n tc la ir  S ta te  S tu d e n t s  
P le a s e  sh o w  l.D .
Upper Montclair - Fur­
nished bm., (2 blocks from 
MSU), sep ent, female pre­
ferred, no fees, call 
783-3584.
Child care with some light 
housekeeping. 2 days per 
week. Own transportation, 
references required. Call 
857-1590.
Full-time baby sitter want­
ed for 2 month old in my 
Montclair home. M-F 7:30 
a.m. to 6 p.m. Light house­
keeping. References re­
quired. 509-8085.
1987 Toyota Supra, pearl 
red. 6 cyl, 5 speed, fully 
loaded, alarm, AM/FM 
cassette, 158 hwy miles. 
Needs some work. Asking 
$2,000. 481-1621 evenings.
Assistant teacher for after 
school program at Kent 
Place School. Summit, NJ. 3 
p.m. - 6 p.m. until June 9, 
1995. 21 years of age. Ex­
perience with elementary 
children. Contact Karen El 
Koury at (908) 273-0900.
Child care needed for 2 
boys (7 & 10 years) flexi­
ble hours, good pay and/or 
room and board. Fairfield. 
882-1901 evenings.
1989 Nissan Maxima, 
black. 6 cyl, 5 speed, fully 
loaded, sun roof, alarm, 
Bose AM/FM cassette, 92K 
hwy miles. Asking $7,500. 
882-1901 evenings.
Upper Montclair: live-in 
child care for boy - 13/ girl 
-9. Need before/after 
school care. Light house- 
keeping/cooking. Car, a 
plus. Perfect for student. 
Call evenings 509-1167.
Part-time year round help 
wnted, work as a produc­
tion assistant, accounts rep, 
stage and set-up crew, 
office clerical or show co­
ordinator. Earn $6-10/hr 
days, evens or weekends 
with bridal expo and trade 
show co. Clifton, NJ. Call 
(201) 546-1503 x l2 . Mon­
day - Friday 11 a.m. - 4 
p.m. for interview.
Car required/ 
non-smoker. Please call: 
746-3710. Wanted!! Individuals, Stu­
dent Organizations and 
Small Groups to Promote 
SPRING BREAK ‘95. Earn 
substantial MONEY and 
FREE TRIPS. CALL THE 
NATION’S LEADER, INTER­
CAMPUS-PROGRAMS 
1-800-327-6013.
Apartment to share. Four 
miles from school. Lg. bed­
room w/walk-in closet. Full 
facilities. Sun room. LARGE 
apt. I mean, space like you 
wouldn’t believe! Second 
floor of three family house. 
Quiet neighborhood, quiet 
house. Non-smokers please. 
Male or female. Off-street 
parking, if you don’t drive 
a Caddilac. $500/mo. Call 
429-7426 or 655-5237 
now!
Professor to tutor in Rus­
sian, Armenian, linguistics 
and English as a second 
language, on campus or in 
my home. Two blocks from 
the University. Call after 8 
p.m. (201) 744-8977.
Wish you were going to the Island for the Holidays but. . .  
You just can't get away
o
O  STO P  B Y
'p tv ie w i  f i t t e r
‘ The Art O f Tanning A Nalls' 
and visit one of our islands
547 VALLEY ROAD • UPPER MONTCLAIR • NJ • 07043 • (201) 783-0077 
OPEN 7 D AYS • MON 12 TO  10 • TU ES ., WED., • THUR S. • 10 TO  10 • FRI. 12 T O  9 • SAT. 10 TO  4 • SUN. 10 TO  2
Clow far the Holiday*!
• Start your tan early & look 
Great tor the holidays.
SPECIAL OFFER with this ml
TIPS AND WRAPS 
FULL SET OF WRAPS 
5 SESSIONS 
1 MONTH (UNLIMITED)
o ff,, h:,,,. 12131m
$40 REG. $50 
$20 REG. $25 
$20 REG. $30 
$50 REG. $55
Gift Certificate* Available 
Holiday Alrbni»hlng Available 
Clean, Ultra-Mod era facility 
with private room*
• Student Discount with Proper LD.
I________________ __________________________________ J j
Kick off your shoes in our powerful state of art tanning beds. Each of our beds have a 400-watt built in 
facial, powerful body tan, radio for your listening pleasure and the only tanning beds in the area with 
‘Body Contour Acrylics” for complete comfort and total tanning pleasure. Stop by and check us out and...
le )
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Women’s Hoops: Rowan 74, MSU
Rowan (5-1, 1-1 NJAC)
PLAYER MINS FG FGA 3P 3PA FT
Daly
Fcrriola
Laddey
Walter
Tryka
Bowen
Brown
S t i l i l i
MSU (5-2,5-2 NJAC)
Shultz
Kingert
Borrero
Owens
Nogueira
Vilialta
Kovar
Watson
End of First Half: Rowan 38, MSU 25
FG %: Rowan 46.6 (27 for 58), MSU 42.4 (25 for 59)
3 Pt. %: Rowan 0 (0 for 1), MSU 50 (6 of 12)
FT %: Rowan 64.5 (20 of 31), MSU 68.7 (14 of 21)
Team Rebounds: Rowan 4 (2 offensive), MSU 2
Deadball Rebounds: Rowan 4, MSU 4
Blocks: Rowan 3, MSU 1
Turnovers; Rowan 27, MSU 24
Steals: Rowan 16, MSU 10
Attendance: 200
Close just not enough for Lady Red Hawks
M SU  misses M isiejuk in tough 74-10 loss to Rowan on Saturday
by Glenn Steinberg
For the Lady Red Hawks, the biggest 
factor in their 74-70 loss to the Rowan 
Profs in Glassboro on Saturday just may 
have been the non-factor.
S tarting  ce n te r M aggie M isie juk  
missed the team bus on Saturday that was 
headed towards Rowan College (5-1,1-1) 
for M SU’s (5-2,3-2) seventh game of the 
season. Her absence may have been the 
deciding factor in the game and the team 
snapping a five-game winning streak.
According to head coach Gloria Brad­
ley, the 6-foot-4 freshman missed the 
game due to circumstances beyond her 
control. She also said that the loss was 
d e fin ite ly  av o id ab le  even  wi t hou t  
M isiejuk’s presence.
“Her absence hurt the team mentally 
because they did not know what hap­
pened,” said Bradley. “We were not 
focused in the first 10 minutes of the 
game. It was a m ental thing for the play- 
ers.
M isiejuk’s absence caused the coach 
to shuffle the starting lineup around. Kim 
Kovar took over at center, while Jill Schultz 
started for the first tim e this season at the 
power forward spot. O ther first time start­
ers this season included point guard Lisa 
Villalta and small forward JenniferOwens. 
Shooting guard Heidi Klingert was the 
only player that started at her normal 
position.
W ithout Misiejuk, not only were her 
team mates unfocused, they were also 
missing a vital presence on the court. She 
was leading the team  in blocked shots 
with 27 (average of 4.67 per game) and in 
reboundingwith a 10.5 average per game. 
Therefore, Rowan out-rebounded the
I ,ady Red Hawks, 45-30.
T h e  Lady Red Hawks got off to a slow 
start and fell behind early. T he biggest 
lead the Profs held was 15 points in the 
first half, taking a 38-25 advantage into 
halftime. Leading scorers in the half for 
MSU were guards Aidill Borrero who had
II points and Y'illalta who poured in eight 
points in the first stanza. Borrero did not 
start the game for the first time this season 
as a result of a knee injury that she suf­
fered, though it is not a serious injury. T h e  
Lady Red Hawks also shot an impressive 
80% (4-of-5) from three-point land, with 
Borrero and Klingert sinking one each 
and Villalta making two of her own.
MSU made a valiant attem pt to make 
a comeback in the second half, though. In 
the beginning of the second half. Rowan 
kept their lead around 13 points in the 
opening minutes until MSU went on a 16- 
4 run, cutting the lead to two. But or the 
remainder of the game, the two teams 
traded baskets, keeping the Profs’ lead
between two and three points. Bradley 
said her team realized they were doing 
some good things in the first half and that 
they were losing the game on defense, 
not on offense. In the second half, they 
changed their mental strategy and inten­
sified their game, getting turnovers and 
converting them into points. But in the 
remaining minute of the game, three 
failed three-point attempts by the Lady 
Red Hawks and a foul shot by the Profs 
secured Rowan’s four point victory.
MSU was led in scoring by Klingert 
and Borrero who each scored 25 points, 
while Villalta who finished with 12 points. 
Borrero also recorded six assists and five 
steals.
T he  fact that 62 of the 70 points scored 
in Saturday’s contest for the Red Hawks 
were scored by only three people does 
not have the Bradley worried.
“It doesn’t bother me, because on 
any given night a certain person will 
score,” said the second-year head coach. 
“We have players that can score. A differ­
ent person will step up every night.”
When that happens, MSU has shown 
that they could be a factor against any 
team at any time.
RED HAWK N O TES: Borrero was 
named the NJAC Rookie of the Week for 
the second week in a row. She is averag­
ing a team-high 17 points per game.
Forward 'Para Perez did not see any 
action in Saturday’s game against Rowan. 
Bradley declined comment on why Perez 
did not play.
Misiejuk is on course to break team­
mate Kim Kovar’s record of 81 blocked 
shots in a season, which was set last 
year.Currently, the freshman from Po­
land has an impressive 27 blocked shots 
in only six games (4.67 blocks per game). 
At this pace, she will have 99 blocked 
shots this season.
Last W ednesday night, MSU beat 
Jersey City St. 76-57 to win their fifth 
straightgame. Klingert and Perez led the 
team with 20 and 16 points, respectively.
Klingert has been solid for the MSU 
backcourt this season. T h e  sophomore is 
averaging 15.3 ppg.
T he next time that the Lady Red 
Hawks see action is on December 29-30 
when they play at the Salem State Christ­
mas Tournam ent. W hen asked if the 
layoff between games w ill be beneficial 
to the team, Bradley responded by saying 
again that they must use the time to gel as 
a team. “T h e  time off lets us w ork on the 
fundamentals instead of our next oppo­
nent,” said Bradley. “We must come 
together as a team. Ifwe achieve this, it is 
a positive.”
Junior point guard Lisa Villalta has worked her way bark into the Lady Red Hawk starting 
lineup. She had 12 points while teammates Aidill Borrero and Heidi Klingert had 25 apiece. 
But MSU was only able to manage six points besides them in a 74- 70 loss to Rowan.
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Red Hawks soaring to new heights in streak
U .S. M erchant M arine Academy m esm erized by M S  83-60
Senior guard Chris Smith was one o f five players who scored in double figures in MSU's win 
aver the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy on Tuesday night at Panzer Gym.
by Nick Gantai fis
W inning four straight games and hav­
ing five players score in double figures in 
back-to-back games could leave a team 
optimistic. Especially with one game left 
in the first half of their season.
Optimistic is what the Red Hawks 
have every right to be. T hey  have won 
four straight games, the last being a con-
See story on security 
problems at MSU basket­
ball games this past week 
in News on page 3.
vincing 83-60 victory over the U.S. Mer­
chant M arine Academy on T uesday  night 
before only 212 fans at Panzer Gym.
MSU (5-3) scored the first nine points 
of the gam e and never trailed. From that 
point on they coasted, pretty much put­
ting the gam e away with a 30-8 run to start 
things off.
What has been the story' for the Red 
I lawks during their winning streak has 
been that they  have been getting  contri­
butions from nearly everyone. Duringthe 
30-8 run, eight different M SU players 
scored, led by forwards Travis Pettiford 
(eight points) and Evan Carlson (seven 
points).
Greg Fowler, as has been the case
through all of the first eight games, played 
a solid game. The junior forward from 
Cam den netted a team-high 14 points 
and 12 rebounds as he continued to state 
his case for being one of the top players in 
the N ew  Jersey Athletic Conference.
But the Mariners (4-2) were able to 
pull within 55-41 in the second half. How­
ever, MSU put them away with a 15-9run 
to take a 70-50 lead with 5:13 left.
T h e  Red Hawks, which limited the 
USMMA toonly 26 percent shootingfrom
the field, were also led in scoring by 
Carlson, who had 14 points in only 17 
minutes. Pettiford added 12, while guards 
Chris Smith and B.J. Reilly fired in 10 
points apiece in a balanced effort for the 
surging Red Hawks.
On this past Saturday, they recorded 
their highest scoring output in 20 years as 
they crushed Upsala College, 109-72, at 
Panzer Gym.
Senior center/forward Todd Ordino, 
who is starting to get extended playing
tim e, scored a career-high 22 points while 
grabbing five rebounds to lead five scor­
ers in double figures.
T hey  took a com m and i n g . S  I -28 lead at 
the intermission and never looked back. 
Paced by 39-of-72 shootingfrom the floor 
(54.2 percent) for the  game, they beat 
head coach Nick Del T u fo ’s alma m ater 
as all 12 Red Haw k players entered the 
scoring column.
Trailing early on by a 6-5 deficit, they 
used a 33-12 surge to take a 39-17 lead 
with 4:29 remaining. Reilly, a freshman 
who has played well during the w inning 
streak, and Smith combined for 13 points 
during the run. Both finished with 11 
points in the contest.
T h e  blowout enabled MSU to em pty 
its bench and get players such as shooting 
guard Jose Orts, w ho tallied eight points, 
playing time. D ean Spinogatti added 13 
points and Fowler added 12 in the blow­
out win.
In addition to scoring the most points 
they had scored since a 112-84 trouncing 
o f Kean College on Dec. 9, 1974, MSU 
also set two single-game team records 
w ith 10 three-pointers and 29 assists.
R E D  HAWK N O T E S : Spinogatti had 
six assists against the  LIS. Merchant M a­
rine Academy, leaving him eight shy of 
the  MSU assist record set by Ed Dolan 
from 1983-1986.
Fearless Forecasts
T O M  TRACY, M ANAGING ED ITO R (7-7)
Giants + 4 1/2 over Eagles. Playoffs, here we come!
Pats + 3 1/2 over Bills. T im e  for the passing of the torch.
Packers - 7 1/2 over Falcons. T he  Pack is on the attack.
Cowboys - 10 over Saints. T h e  Saints arc marching out.
Steelers - 3 1/2 over Browns. T h e  Steelers are back!
G R E G  M ACSW EENEY, E D IT O R -IN -C H IE F  (25-26):
N incrs - 14 1/2 over Broncos. Steakin’ straight to the Super Bow l. 
Chargers - 1 1/2 over Jets. Chargers on the rebound.
Cowboys - 10 over Saints. Aikman is back, pay no attention to last week. 
Eagles - 4 1/2 over Giants. Phillv is simply a better team.
G L E N N  ST E IN B E R G , ASSISTANT SPO R T S ED ITO R (24-27): 
Giants + 4 1/2 over Eagles. T hey  can’t win with or without Cunningham. 
Chargers - 1 1/2 over Jets. T h e  Jets suck.
Dolphins - 3 over Colts. T h ey  can’t afford to lose again.
Steelers - 3 1/2 over Browns. Steelers are too dominant.
C H R IS  IIINCK, M ANAGING ED ITO R  (29-23):
Lions - 1 over Vikings. T h e  Lions will roar on Saturday.
Jets + 1 1/2 over Chargers. T h e  Chargers are under-charged.
Cowboys - 10 over Saints. The ‘Boys will never lose again.
N iners - 14 1/2 over Broncos. Broncos suck. 'They just do.
BRIAN FALZARANO, SPO R TS E D IT O R  (Making his re tu rn -13-27): 
Jets + 1 1/2 over Chargers. T h e  lesser of two evils 
Steelers - 3 1/2 over Browns. Steelers best of mediocre AFC.
Niners - 14 1/2 over Broncos. N F L ’s elite just too tough.
Bills - 3 1/.2 over Pats. Unfortunately, they’re probably not done...yet.
Men’s Hoops: MSU 83, USMMA 60
MSU (5-3,3-2NJAC)
PLAYER MINS FG FGA 3P 3PA FT UFA O-TR A F P IS
Fowler 30 4 10 0 1 6 8 2-12 2 0 14
Carlson 17 5 2 0 0 4 6 1- 5 1 4 14
Ordino 16 1 7 0 0 0 0 3- 6 1 3 2
Smith 21 3 7 1 2 3 4 1- 3 l 2 10
Spinogatti 28 3 11 1 4 0 0 2- 3 6 1 7
Reilly 18 3 5 1 3 3 4 0- 3 3 4 10
Pettiford 15 5 8 2 4 0 0 1- 4 0 4 12
Pipercie 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0- 1 1 1 0
Jackson 22 2 6 0 0 4 4 2- 4 0 .3 8
Misiejuk 17 1 .2 0 0 2 4 0- 2 0 2 4
Geleski 4 1 2 0 1 0 0 0- 2 0 0 2
Orts 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 -  (1 0 0 0
USMMA (4-2)
Wise 18 1 2 1 2 4 4 1- 4 0 1 7
Anderson 31 4 11 2 5 0 0 0- 2 2 4 10
Coyne 33 3 9 2 7 4 4 3- 4 0 3 12
Smith 27 4 12 1 7 0 0 4- 8 2 5 9
Braico 6 0 4 0 0 0 0 3- 3 0 0 0
Bonham 3 0 2 0 0 1 2 1- 2 0 0 1
Deines 5 0 1 0 1 0 (1 0 -  0 1 3 0
11 as son 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0 0 0 0
Heaty 23 2 8 1 2 4 4 0 -  1 2 4 9
Kirsch 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0 0 0 0
Mann 1 0 (1 0 0 0 0 (I- (1 0 0 0
Satterwhite 30 2 12 0 0 3 8 5- 13 2 3 7
Bradshaw 15 1 3 0 1 2 2 0 -  1 1 2 4
Becker 5 0 l 0 0 1 2 1- 2 0 2 1
End of First Halft MSU 43, USMMA 20
FG %: MSU 45.9(28 of 61), USMMA 26.2 (17 of 65)
Attendance: 212
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What do you want for Christmas? A stereo, perhaps? Maybe a television? How 
about a brand new wardrobe? Or a personal servant to satisfy every single one of 
your desires, no matter what they are?
Sorry, but I ean’t give you any of that. But I ean give you a chanee to boost your 
resume and partieipate in the eampus community. I can use people for ideas, ed­
iting, and especially for writing. You can do so on a weekly or a semi-weekly basis. 
All backgrounds and levels of experience are welcome to give it a shot.
If interested, please come down to the MONTCLARION, Student Center Room 
113, during the week. Or call me, Brian Falzarano at 655-5241.
Happy Holidays and a Happy New Year,
Brian Falzarano.
Red Hawk Holiday 
Sports Schedule
Men’s Basketball;
Monday, Jan. 2. MSU at Kmbry Riddle (Fla.) Tournament
6-8 p.m.
Tuesday, Jan. 3. MSU at Kmbry Riddle Tournament 6-8 p.m.
Wednesday, Jan. 11. Rutgers-Newark at MSU * 8 p.m.
Saturday, Jan. 14. MSU at Rutgcrs-Camden 4 p.m.
Wednesday, Jan. 18. William Paterson at MSU * 8 p.m.
Men;s and Wo me n VS w i mm i n g:
Tuesday, Jan. 10. Rowan at MSU + 4 p.m.
Monday, Jan. 16. MSU at Stony Brook 5 p.m.
Wednesday, Jan. 18. MSU at Kings Point 6 p.m.
Women’s Basketball:
Thursday, Dec. 29. MSU at Salem St. (Mass.) Christmas Tournament
Friday, Dee. 30. MSU at Salem S t  Christmas Tournament
Wednesday, Jan. 4 MSU at Richard Stockton 2 p.m.
Saturday, Jan. 7 Scranton at MSU * 7 p.m.
Wednesday, Jan. 11. Rutgers-Newark at MSU * 6 p.m.
Saturday, Jan. 14. MSU at Rutgers-Camden 2 p.m.
Wednesday, Jan. 18 William Paterson at MSU * 6 p.m.
Satirday. Jan.. 21. Ramapo at MSU * 2 p.m.
Wrestling:
Saturday, Jan. 7. MSU at I Junter 9 a.m.
Saturday, Jan. 21. MSU at Southern Connecticut 11 a.m.
\ (  )TE: All home games for men’sand women’s basketball will be played at Panzer 
Gym, which will be denoted by an asterisk (#) next to the game. All swimming 
home meets arc at die Red Hawk Pool, which will be indicated by a plus sign (+).
Sheleftatrail
ofdeadmen
LA P A C IF IC A
A 3-part graphic novel starting in November.
Written by |oel Rose and Amos Poe. Featuring art by Tayyar Ozkan. 
Suggested for mature readers.
®  PARADOX HV5TERV
C O M I C S  W O R T H  D V I N O  F O R
1« r«c«ct unpt V  IW  fcnoifot »nd Jo tlH rif •U S ' ISM l«wa> 0|t«n IM Am i To* »nd Jo#i Row AISijM« ftaMMrtd Potdo« P 'fU is • d o * O C  Civt><i
TIME WARP COMICS AND GAMES
584 ROUTE 23 SOUTH CEDAR GROVE NJ 07009  
PH: 857-9788 HOURS M ON-FRI 11-9 SAT-SUN 11-6 
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by Brian Falzarano
All I want for Christmas is...
It’s Christmas time at MSU. And you 
know what that means. All right, so 
you're really confused as to what this is 
supposed to mean to you.
Well, it is time for me and the rest of 
my MONTCLA RION  staff m ates to make 
our Christm as wishes. I could let one of 
my fellow MONTCI.ARION  m em bers 
do their wish first and be a nice guy.
But ju st because it is Christm as 
docsn’tm ean  thatl am goingto let them 
go first. It may mean another lump of 
coal in my stocking. But that w on’t make 
this Christm as different from any other 
one in the past.
There are so many things I would 
like to wish for. Some of them  arc per­
sonal goals, many of them things I like to 
sec in the world of sports. Since there is 
no need to bother anyone with what, I 
would like to bestow upon you many of 
my holiday hopes.
To begin, I would like to clear the air 
on a m atter which 1 have been ridiculed 
about by professors, staff m em bers and 
many others on this campus.
I would like the perception that I 
could not pick a football game to save 
my life to go away. Is it my fault that on 
every Sunday all four of the teams I 
picked lose in the last m inute of their 
games, all within five m inutes of each 
other? I think not.
It is not my fault that people such as 
CHRIS H IN C K  and T O M  TRACY 
can pick winners.
And you know things are m essed up 
when T H E  PR O PH ET, who picked a 
Seattle-Philadelphia Super Bowl, is do­
ing better than I was.
As far as Hi nek goes, he comes up 
with som e of the wittiest comm ents 
ever. W onder where he gets it from.
Now I feel better. Well, sort of. T here 
arc still so many other things I would 
like to see occur.
First of all, I want to see the baseball 
and hockey strikes end immediately. 
Let’s forget about these labor disputes 
and give people something to talk about 
other than the now customary “ Do you 
think they ’ll play again this/next year?” .
W hen the M ets start to play again, I 
would like to see a club that was just as 
competitive as they were this year. Al­
though that would leave them  just as 
mediocre as every other New York sports 
team, that would be fine. Because .500 
for the M ets would be progress.
I w ould like to see w hat JO SE 
CANSECO will do up in Fenw ay Park 
fora full year.
I would like to see CH RIS M O RRIS 
and D E R R IC K  CO LEM AN... on the
Vancouver Grizzlies next year. Then, let’s 
see them  complain about being on a bad 
team.
It would be nice to see JO H NSTARK S 
hit 30 percent of his shots some time soon.
I want SHAQUILLE O ’N EA L to win 
an NBA title just to prove to everybody he 
is a really great center in this league.
Also, I wanthisvidcogam e.Justto prove 
to my kids and my grandkids how much 
exposure he got.
Like everybody else, I have a wish»re­
garding JIMMY JOHNSON. Although it 
will never happen, I would like to see him 
end up as the head coach/general manager 
of the Houston Oilers.
No, you read right. It would be great. 
'They would be able to shed their image as 
chokers. Besides that it would make the 
Oiler-Cowboy rivalry, already one of the 
best interconfercnce ones in the league, 
the best.
I would like to see BARRY SW ITZER 
put on probation so that the Cowboys do 
not get to three-peat this year.
The best part about that would be if 
D E IO N  SANDERS picked off a TROY 
AIKMAN pass and ran it down the side­
lines, high-stepping along while he passed 
JERRY JON ES.
W hat should stop, in my opinion, is 
people m aking excuses for the Jets. The 
fact o f it is, they’re not a good football team.
T here, I stated the obvious. But I’m not 
done w ith my wishes.
As farascollege basketball goes, it would 
be nice to see DANNY HU RLEY  be right 
and have Seton Hall return to the NCAA 
Tournam ent again.
Also, to see UMass win it all, Rider to 
make the tournament and win in the first 
round, and for CORIASS  W ILLIAM SON 
to go pro and be the number one pick in the 
NBA Draft next June.
On the local front, it would be nice to see 
both the MSU m en’s and w om en’s basket­
ball team s go the NCAA tournament in 
their respective brackets.
Finally, my last wish is about the New 
Jersey Nets. I can’t say 1 know anyone of 
them personally. And it is tough to criticize 
someone you don’t know well enough. But 
Chris Morris is ridiculous. I low many grown 
men do you know that make a point by not 
tying their shoes? And who averages 11 
points per game and wants to know why he 
isn’t an All-Star? I think Morris needs a 
severe reality check.
Talent-w ise, the Nets are lacking in 
spots. W ith KEVIN EDW ARDS hurt, they 
only have a handful of legitimate players: 
C o lem an , KE NNY A N D E R S O N , 
ARM ON GILLIAM  and P.J. BROWN. 
Morris needs to be more consistent before
he can be added to that list.
I hope that the Nets grow up and learn 
how to win sometime soon.
T h a t is all for my wishes. Others on my 
staff wish (no pun intended) to do their 
Christmas wishes.
T O M  TRACY, our treasurer, wishes 
for the following things:
For the Giants to receive a playoff 
berth, for the Knicks to win the NBA 
championship and to be able to see a live 
professional baseball or hockey game again 
before he dies.
Also, to see JIMMY JO H N SO N  be 
the coach of the Jets because he is tired of 
watching them stink up the field his be­
loved Giants play on.
I want someone to pu t the Nets out of 
their misery. How many people can actu­
ally name their starting five?
I want a Super Bowl without the Cow­
boys or Bills.
I want to see Penn St. beat Nebraska in 
a winner-take-all National Championship.
I want Shaquille O ’Neal to pick a ca­
reer. Either play basketball, be a rap star 
or a video game star. C ’mon buddy, make 
up your mind.
I wish the best of luck to all of the MSU 
teams and that one of them  will bring 
home a championship of some sort.
I want BRIAN FALZARANO to have 
much better luck in any predictions he 
boldly makes next year.
Above all, I wish everyone much joy 
and happiness for next year. Seeya in ‘95!
C IIR ISIIIN C K , our managingeditor, 
would like to see the following:
I wish someone would give me some 
competition with Fearless Forecasts.
I hope that the Cowboys win another 
Super Bowl this year. But first, I hope 
they beat San Francisco to get there.
I think it would be nice to see the Jets 
make the playoffs by the tim e I graduate.
Finally, I would like to wish BRIAN 
FALZARANO luck with his picks in 
1995.
M ICHA EL LAM PE, our new edito­
rial columnist, has a few hopes of his own 
for the holidays. Here is a sample:
The Niners will beat Dallas in the 
N F C  Championship gam e when in the 
final seconds, as they are behind by four 
points, they line up JERRY  RICE, JOHN 
T A Y L O R , B R E N T  JO N E S  and 
D E IO N  SANDERS as wideouts. 'The 
thouroughly confused Dallas secondary 
w on’t even move off the line as Deion 
high steps into the end zone.
As a result, the Super Bowl will be 
cancelled for what PAUL TA G  LI ABU E 
calls “A lack of suitable compitition from 
the A FC”, whose Bills would have been 
back for their fifth straight loss.
O ur advertising m anager, KEVIN 
SC H W O E  B E L (a .k .a . T H E  
PR O PH E T ), feels that he must offer a 
few yuletide wishes. Well, if he must:
I wish that J E F F  F R IE R  of the 
Seahawks will walk again.
It would have to be a miracle for the 
Seahawks to play in the post-season, but 
I love them any way.
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Besides that, my wish is that we get a 
sports editor that can pick better than a 
en te rta in m en t colum nist/A dvertising 
Director, who hasn’t really a clue about 
sports.
Finally, I hope that I get to be a hockey 
fan.
Now with more from the peanut gal­
lery is my assistant, the dubious G L E N N  
STE IN B ER G :
I hope that the Giants make the play­
offs this year.
I wish that BRIAN FALZARANO 
would give me the m oney who owes me, 
and that he would realize what a better 
team  the Giants arc than the Oilers.
And I hope that the  Utah Jazz win it all.
More nonsense from comics editor 
JO H N  J O ’SULLIVAN:
I wish that things would get more in­
teresting in football. It bores me.
I wish that they would have some real 
entertainm ent on the Super Bowl half- 
tim e shows. If I have to watch a county 
music fest at halftim e again, I will never, 
everwatchanotherathleticcontest again...
...Thanks for your time, John. Round­
ing out things for our staff is our fearless 
Editor-in-Chief and die hard 49crs fan, 
G R EG  MacSW EENEY:
Needless to say, my Christmas Wish is 
to have the 49’ers win the whole thing. 
T h e  only difference between my wish 
and every one e lse’s is that its not a 
wish....its destiny.
I also wish that the AFC gives the 49crs 
som eone worthy o f beating up. Not the 
Bills again, please!
I wish that E m m itt Smith’s shoulder 
will finally break or something so we can 
be sure that he w on’t go to the hall of fame 
and be with the real “greats.”
F'inallv, I wish (and this is a real wish) 
that hockey returns to North America 
som etim e before the end of the century.
As for baseball, who really cares!!!
Merry
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